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i Gang!

Well we finally made it - Issue 57; our first on-line Tales From
The Woods Magazine! We have been talking about it for what
seems like an age, and here we are, colourful and ready to
roar out into cyber space.
Blimey!!!! Who would have thought, when we started with just
one A4 printed page way back at the turn of this present
century, simply to publicise the gigs that loyal Woodie Tony
Papard and I were promoting at the long gone Buzz Bar in
Battersea High Street, that within a few years the magazine
would flourish from one page to five, ten, twenty, thirty and
more.
At one point, before we ran into sudden and totally
unexpected printing difficulties, we were clocking up bumper
size issues of nearly sixty pages as more contributors as well
as subscribers came aboard. Tales From The Woods cares
little for adversity and along with the loyal folks who now
make up our round table we fought our way back, with the
invaluable help of our TFTW I.T. expert who has been with us
from Issue 1. We met that adversity head on, not losing one
single contributor or one single loyal subscriber, indeed a
humbling thought.
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When we first put out our single page over ten years ago, we never dreamt in a thousand years we
would clock up 57 Issues and be looking very much to the future, with a website dedicated to all
things TFTW past, present and future, a TFTW debating society in the shape of a round table
formerly known as "The Committee", that we would have our own Social Secretary to plan all our
social events, a financial expert to keep an eye on the purse strings, another to keep an eye out for
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marketing, channelling out information via round-robin emails as well as planning his highly
respected trips to the spiritual home of TFTW, the southern states of the USA.
Who would have believed we would have our very own Houseband consisting of respected
musicians solicited from well known bands working the clubs, dance halls and festivals out there in
this green and pleasant land, that a pub in Battersea High Street would give way to prestigious
venues like the 100 Club, Water Rats and Metro to name but three, American Blues, Rhythm &
Blues would headline our shows along with British acts from those halcyon early days of British
Rock'n'Roll who not only were to appear at our shows but become good personal friends.
There has been sadness along the way; four ladies who were very close to Tales From The Woods
passed away as we moved in to the first few years of the century, personal family tragedy came
unexpectedly as I am sure it has with many of you in those ten years.
However, it is now time to look to the future with fresh ideas to take us into this young millennium,
whilst not letting go of the strengths of the past. One criticism levelled at us is that over the
intervening years we have lost our sense of humour, we no longer have the sense of fun we once
had and are taking ourselves a mite too seriously. Well it's not intentional... we ain’t NDT or Juke
Blues or any of the bibles of their chosen fields, neither do we strive to be. They are indeed at the
top of their trees, while we prefer to be Tales From The Woods - out of our trees!
As ever we are looking for new folks to come aboard and contribute articles either occasionally or
regularly, the subject matter does not have to be Roots Music of any kind, it could be anything that
interests the diverse membership of Tales From The Woods, be it steam trains, vintage buses,
ships, planes and cars, 'ole time music hall, films, radio, or television. Picture Post Photos of Genius
by Bert Hardy & Kurt Hutton, Scottish Islands, Country Walking, Morris Dancing are just a few of the
things that interest Woodies so how about it folks? Get those fingers gliding over the keyboard,
Tales From The Woods wants your memories from any given subject.
That reminds me... when is someone going to pen an article of that often overlooked talent Johnny
Ray? I know for a fact that there are a few Woodies who caught the man in action both in his prime
and in later years. So here’s to issue 57, 58, 59, 60 and so we will go on.
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CD REVIEWS
Hi there, Kats and Kittens. It’s Boppin’ Brian (a.k.a. Hard Rock Bunter,
a.k.a. Brian Clark) with a look at some recent rockin’ CD releases
Hi there! First off, as promised, a look at a couple more of the
interesting rockin' CDs recently issued by the Lesley company,
and first off is volume 2 of the "Brunswick Rock & Roll Party".
(LESCD 7). As with those reviewed in the last issue, it contains
many rarities, and, like most of them, they're not all good, but
97% range from good to perfect.
Unquestionable perfection comes
courtesy of Johnny "Peanuts"
Wilson with "Cast Iron Arm" and
the original "You've Got Love", as covered by Buddy Holly, and from Billy
Harlan with two solid strollers in "I Wanna Bop" and "School House Rock", not
forgetting Bill(y Lee) Riley with "Is That All To The Ball, Mr. Hall", and the pair
by Terry Noland, "Come Marry Me" and "Oh Baby Look At Me".
Crap emanates from crooning Johnny Parker with "We've Got A Lot In
Common" (bit like Sinatra trying to rock and roll - his second cut, "I Must Be In
Love", is a passable pop rocker) and the similar "Dinah's Party" by Bobby
Jackson (his slower version of "Deep Elm Blues", as recorded by Jerry Lee Lewis on Sun, is much more
acceptable).
Interesting and good is Mickey (Lee) and Shonnie Lane's recording debut, the stroller "Toasted Love" and
"Daddy's Little Baby". Bob McFadden's "The Beat Generation" is, as you'd expect, real cool and ooblydoosville and might not appeal to wild rockin' fans; these would appreciate Johnny Bell's version of "Flip Flop
and Fly" and maybe his second offering, "The Third Degree", also the Casual-Aires "Thunderbird" which is
too close to "Tequila" for comfort perhaps, while Don Guess (a former Three Tune with Buddy Holly)
impresses a bit on the "Bertha Lou"-like stroller "Shir-Lee" and the busy rocker "Just A Little Lovin' Baby".
Chuck and Bill's "I Wanna Move A Little Closer" is a mid-pace Ricky Nelson-type item, while Rusty Evans'
"When I'm Alone With You" is evocative of the Man In Black (his second offering, "Shine Its Light On Me" is,
as you might imagine, "Midnight Special" in all but name).
Don Webb's "I'll Be Back Home" bears all the hallmarks of a Norman Petty production; could that be the
Roses or the Picks behind him? Veline Hackert offers a charming teen-pop look at the traditional "Billy Boy"
(a cover of the Johnny Preston rendering maybe?) Jimmy Watson sings about "Daisy" but his voice isn't the
strongest, while Tony Paul's "Oh Oh Lolita" is an Everly-ish pop stroller. Janice Smith's "Kiss Kiss Crazy" is
an average pop rocker, and "Sighin'", from Melrose Bagby, is a mid-tempo rocker of only reasonable merit.
The jivers amongst you will go for the Hi-Lites' "Friday Night Go Go", and lastly "24 Hour Night" from country
legend Carl Belew, could appeal to the strollers. This dubbed-from-disc 30-tracker will doubtless find a few
takers, just as "Mercury Rock and Roll Party" (strangely, LESCD 7 again!) surely will.
The first of no less than 32 songs, Red Prysock's "Rock and Roll Party"
starts with various people chatting at a party that has a somewhat restrained
atmosphere, with a group playing politely in the back, but! Red Prysock
suddenly makes an entrance, and is encouraged by the party-goers to
musically go wild, and by Christ he does in a typical Prysock instrumental
rave-up. A solid start, and it's followed by more rock and roll genius in
Conway Twitty's "Shake It Up" (his jaunty rocker "Double Talk Baby" is his
second offering). Of Bing Day's trio of songs (lucky feller) "I Can't Help It" is
an Elvisy rocker reminiscent of "Baby I Don't Care", "Mary's Place" is a
reasonable pop rocker and "How Do I Do It" is a stroller. Eddy Bell is none
other than Eddy Clearwater on "The Masked Man", while Freddie Bell and
the Bellboys offer a typically buoyant Mercury recording, "Stay Loose
Mother Goose". Royce Porter presents two decent rockers to us on a plate,
"Good Time" and the Elvis-y "Beach Of Love". The Gaylords "Ma Ma Ma Marie" was popular in hops some
years back, but it never appealed to me then, and it still doesn't. The Four Guys' "Money Mad" is of similar
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type to the Gaylords, no ta. Chuck Miller's "Bright Red Convertible" and "Boogie Blues" only rate as average,
despite the hard-working pianist. Rusty Draper butchers Johnny Todd's "Pink Cadillac", Warren Smith's
"Rock and Roll Ruby", and "Seven Come Eleven". Christ, Pat Boone rocked harder. A big up to Johnny Jay
on a fine mid-tempo rocker in "Sugar Doll", and how brilliant is the Richard Berry-ish "The Last Drag" by the
Voxpoppers, also Roy Perkins with "Drop Top" and the young Narvel Felts with "Cry Baby Cry". Ben Hewitt
("I Want A New Girl"), Jimmy Edwards ("My Honey") and the Del-Vikings ("Oh Baby") are all naturally on form.
Louis Jordan does his best with the somewhat contrived "Big Bess", while Bobby Lewis (of "Tossin' and
Turnin'" fame) impresses with "Mumbles Blues". Gary Sheldon, who later became Troy Shondell of "This
Time" fame, scores with a decent stroller in "Kissin' At The Drive-In", while Eddie Bond's rarity "Hershey Bar"
carries.......a trumpet??!! The backing for "First Date" is very good, it's a shame Dee and Patty ruin the effect
by singing. Boyd Bennett's "Boogie Bear" has a vocalist who impersonates the cartoon character Yogi Bear
throughout and therefore renders the song daft. That leaves two instrumentals, both of which have a moody
feel to them; "Vampire", by an outfit called the Crystals, has a saxophonist whose style is a dead ringer for
Earl Bostic....or could it be Bostic himself moonlighting? Hmm. "Gonna Go Down", by the Rainbows, is a
spooky, ghoulish rocker a la John Zacherle. A real mixed bag here, but still well worth investing in.

Our good friend from New Orleans, pianist and singer Armand St. Martin, has three CDs currently available
on the market, these being "Katrina Anthem" (Patty Lee PL 82905), "Alligator Ball" (PL 02347) and "Sizzlin'"
(PL 03461), so let's take a look at these.
"Katrina Anthem", which was released in 2008, finds Armand accompanied by
his Bayou Bohemian All-Stars, and many of the hot local players are heard on
this release, including Danny Federici, Dony Wynn, Kenny Gradney, Stanley
Behrens, Kirk Bruner, Chris Stendahl, Doug Atwell, Margie Nelson, Samantha
Newark, Hedy Mayer, Stephen Allen, Nancy Williams, Marabina Jaimes, Lindsay Gillis, Lois Oki, Ann-Marie Guidry and Paul DeVilliers. Six of the seven
tracks are on the other two collections, and yet this release is worth picking up
for the seventh track, the pleasant, and in its way dramatic "Orleans Lullaby",
which is certain to become a standard, played on local radio come the time of
Katrina's anniversary. Sadly Danny Federici and Doug Atwell have passed away
since these recordings were made, and so the release is dedicated to their
memory.
"Alligator Ball" is a 2002 reissue of an album originally recorded in 1994, and the
songs I particularly enjoyed in this collection were "Back In New Orleans" which
evokes the great Professor Longhair, the funky "Music Is In Your Soul", the jazzy
sassiness of "Don't Cry Baby", the slow "Storyville Blues", the restrained Cajun-like
rocker "Poo-Yi", "Brother John", the old-timey country feel running through "Marie",
the mid-pace blues shuffle "Blue Luke", the gentle waltz "Creole Good-By", and the
rockin' "Must Be The Mardi Gras" which, I am sure, must've become a firm festival
favourite by now. The Bayou Bohemians, on this album, were Stephen Allen on
saxes, Jake Fitzgerald on harmonica, Kirk Bruner on trumpet, trombone and
back-up vocals, Paul Devilliers on guitar (on "Must Be The Mardi Gras"), Kenny
Gradney on bass, Dony Wynn on drums, Clint and Nona Lee on tambourines, and Nancy Williams and
Margie Nelson on backing vocals.
2002's "Sizzlin'" finds Armand with Lindsay Gillis, Steve Knapp and John Blizek
on guitars, Stanley Behrens on harmonica and soprano sax, Lou Price on tenor
sax, Chris Stendahl on bass, Kirk Bruner on drums, percussion and backing
vocals, Nona D. Lee on tambourine, and Romney Richard, Ann-Marie Guidry,
Samantha Newark and Marabina Jaimes on backing vocals. Stand-out tracks for
me are the title track which rocks along nicely, "Last Time In Texas", which is a
good mid-tempo blues shuffle, an interesting treatment of Benny Spellman's
"Lipstick Traces", and "Boogie With Me" has some fine piano work by Armand,
who, having lost much from the devastating effect of Hurricane Katrina some five
years ago now, truly deserves your support and I hope you can try and show it
by going to www.PattyLeeRecords.com and make the necessary enquiries about ordering. Or contact Ken
Major on kenmajor.maggots@talktalk.net who has two copies of each CD left for sale, all proceeds to Armand.
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The group of Woodies who undertook this year's recent "Stompin'" trip were mightily impressed by the
talented singer-pianist Ken Marvel, in particular Ken Major, who brought back copies of two of Ken's CDs,
"Swamp Pop Music", on JK records, and "Mr. Swamp Pop", released on Tamm TMCD 0402 (a subsidiary of
Lafayette's LaLouisianne label) for me to have a listen to. I duly flipped, feeling that (singer-pianist) Ken is a
Marvel indeed!
To namecheck the excellent musicians on the JK release, there's Rick
Folse, Jon Smith, Jason Parfait and Pat Breaux on saxes, Tony Ardoin on
guitar, Steve Grisaffe on bass and Mike Burch on drums. Looking over the
twelve tracks on offer, "Old Swamp Pop Song", "Lonely Town", "Tell Me
Why", "Wondering", "Oh My My" and "Still On My Mind" are all top quality
archetypal swamp-pop ballads in the late '50s tradition as practised by Rod
Bernard and Jivin' Gene, on whom more later. Rockers will like "$1.88", and
the "Let The Four Winds Blow"-like "Whatcha Doin'?", and will go mad, as I
did, for the Chuck Berry-like "Little Bit Of You", it's a hot one, Kats and
Kittens, get on it!! By way of contrast, "Don't Say Goodbye" and "Something
Wrong?" are a couple of lovey-dovey ballads, sensitively handled. A superb
collection, and all original material, no covers, but "Little Bit Of You"...wow!!
"Mr. Swamp Pop", quite simply, is more of the same delicious swamppop sound. It was recorded in 2003 and has Steve Breaux and no less
than Wayne Toups on accordians, Rick Folse on sax, Shelton Sonnier
on guitar, Oran Guidry, Jr. on bass, the one and only Warren Storm on
drums and Parker James on harmony vocals. As with "Swamp Pop
Music" there are a few great patented swamp-pop slowies, in this case
"Mr. Swamp Pop", "It Hit Me", "Lover's Prayer", "Pardon Me", "Bring It
Back", and "Since You're Gone". There's a few covers in evidence here,
Fats's "I'm Walkin'", Richard's "Good Golly Miss Molly", the Nightcaps'
"Wine Wine Wine" and Lil' Bob and the Lollipops' "I Got Loaded" all get
interesting revisits. "Crossin' The Line" has the same great Berry-esque
feel as "Little Bit Of You".
This particular album is dedicated to the memory of Ken's son, Justin Kenneth Marvel. So, to sum up, Ken
Marvel has truly taken up the torch for true, genuine, authentic swamp pop music; you MUST have these in
your collection. www.kenmarvel.com for details.
Ken Marvel, in fact, produced and played piano on the latest album by
the aforementioned swamp-pop legend Jivin' Gene, whose "Breakin' Up
Is Hard To Do" is rightly regarded as one of the genre's all-time classics.
This recent collection, entitled "It's Never Too Late" (Jin 9092) and
issued last year, has fourteen splendid tracks and shows Gene to be still
in fine form vocally. Gene's accompanied by Rick Folse and Doug
Deane on saxes, Randy Creel on guitar, Tim Pallone on trumpet, Oran
Guidry. Jr. on bass and Warren Storm, again, on drums and rub-board.
So, let's look at the songs on offer and we find that all are originals, not
a cover in sight; the swamp-pop ballads are the title track, "I'd Like To
Hear From You", "You're Jealous", "Somebody Please", and "Key To
My Heart", "This Thing Called Cheatin'" is a sensitive ballad, while "I've
Already Had My Cry" is a sensitive ballad in waltz-time. "Ain't No Way"
is a punchy mid-tempo blues, while "I Found My Baby By The Crawdad
Hole" can only be described as Cajun funk (with some tasty accordion from Ken incidentally).
Of the more rockin' material, "Up Up and Away" reminds me more than a jot of Joe Turner's "Chicken and
The Hawk", the disappointing "Genie Bom Beanie" reminds me of Fats Domino, as does the slower "You
Make A Fool Of Me", and, lastly, "Love Medicine", is a strong mid-tempo dancer reminiscent of late
'50s-period Huey Smith. A tremendous CD, and proof positive that Jivin' Gene's truly back in business.
www.JinRecords.com for enquiries.
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Since this review was written, the great man sadly
passed away on October 10th at Amsterdam Airport.

Solomon Burke
Jazz Cafe
July 25th 2010
Depending on what biog you read, Solomon
Burke is either a septuagenarian or is about to
become one (the commonly cited years of birth
are 1936 and 1940). Who cares, what does matter
is that one of the great generation of soul legends
of the late '50s/early '60s is still out there socking
it to soul fans young and old, and both filled up the
Jazz Cafe to capacity on July 25th for the London
leg of what Solomon himself said was an
extended tour, taking in a couple of cities in the
UK and then flying on to Portugal.

Sadly he doesn't get around so well nowadays (he
entered and exited the stage in a wheelchair set in a specially-prepared runway, weaving its way along the back
to near the right side of the stage) and throughout the set he was perched on his trademark throne, as befits soul
royalty. His voice is still a magnificent instrument, however; it's lost little, if any, of its power, and this, combined
with Burke's natural ability to work an audience, made, generally, for an awesome experience. Backed to absolute
perfection by his American road band and backing singers, (one of whom was his daughter Candy, and another,
whose name I didn't quite catch, was his grand-daughter) Solomon, started off, to coin a catchphrase - or, rather,
catchword - "easy" with Joe Henry's "Flesh and Blood", taken from the Fat Possum album of 2002, "Don't Give Up
On Me", then, from his much-lauded 2008 album cut in Nashville, fine renditions of Tom T. Hall's "That's How I
Got To Memphis" (which Bill Haley cut in 1968 for United Artistes, incidentally) and " 'Til I Get It Right" .
A number of ballads that Solomon made his own during his tenure at Atlantic were gathered together in a medley;
"If You Need Me", "Tonight's The Night", "He'll Have To Go", "I Almost Lost My Mind", and "Just Out Of Reach"
preceded an emotive chorus of "I Can't Stop Lovin' You" and, as predicted, all the younger converts sung along,
as they did when Burke featured an extended medley of Atlantic-mined soul classics mostly by contemporaries
who have gone on before (Otis's "Dock Of The Bay", Pickett's "Mustang Sally") as well as Ben E. King's "Stand
By Me" and Eddie Floyd's "Knock On Wood". Also included from the Atlantic period was an excellent rendition of
"Cry To Me", "Got To Get You Off My Mind", the inevitable "Everybody Needs Somebody To Love", "I Wish I Knew
How It Felt To Be Free", "Detroit City", a sped-up "Down In The Valley" and, to our delight (certainly mine)
"Stupidity".
A Caucasion chap was called on by Solomon (forget his name) and we were told that not only was he a good friend
of many years, but he was a co-writer of "Stupidity". He duetted somewhat awkwardly with Burke on this, but
thankfully, and blissfully, the Bishop took it out. From the new album, produced by the late Willie Mitchell, he
included its title track, "Nothing's Impossible" , and the bluesy "Error Of My Ways", both beautifully executed. Tom
Waits' "Diamond In Your Mind", and Barry Mann and Cynthia Weil's "None Of Us Are Free", and a show-stopping
rendition of Dan Penn's "Don't Give Up On Me" also hit the spot in no uncertain terms. Solomon recorded worthy
versions of Chuck Willis's "What Am I Living For?" and Sam Cooke's "A Change Is Gonna Come" while with Bell
records (circa 1969-70) and tonight's renditions were well classy, particular the latter.

One of the scores of roses passed out by
Solomon, his daughter and grand-daughter
to the crowd during the performance

About halfway through the two-hour show, Burke took a
deserved breather to feature his daughter on a spirited version
of Gloria Gaynor's "I Will Survive", and his grand-daughter
impressed all and sundry with an impassioned take on Dorothy
Moore's classic for Malaco, "Misty Blue". Finally, regarding the
two remaining inclusions, although I felt Solomon's version of
"Georgia On My Mind" was enjoyable enough, I have never been
a great fan of the song "What A Wonderful World", then, or now.
But the crowd lapped it up, so that of course puts me in a
minority. Generally an excellent show from one of the few great
soulmen still standing; as I highly rate his latest album do pick it
up whenever you can. Long live the King of Rock and Soul!!
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Marffa's Muffins
Legendary Shack Shakers – Komedia Brighton 19/07/10
In support of the release of their latest Album – Agridustrial – the boys have
been on the road across Europe and Scandinavia over the past month.
Tonight saw the culmination of their tour before flying back to the USA.
Starting dead on 2100 hours, the band ripped in to a couple of tracks off
Agridustrial to start: Dixie Iron Fist first and Sin Eater was the second track,
but it didn’t overly seem to get the crowd going with the exception of a very
drunk man wandering around being a pain in the proverbial.
The band seemed as tight as usual, which was good since they have
replaced Dave Lee on guitar (he has gone off to pursue a career in cycling,
as you do) with Duane Denison (Jesus Lizard) and this was the first time I
had seen him.
More often than not through the gig however, the band seemed concerned
about what they could hear through their monitors. They played a medley
(which included Creek Cats) at one point during their 1 hour 5 minute set
(this included a two song encore), which I thought was rather odd for this
punk / country / blues outfit.
During the performance they got the thirties-something crowd going, but it
was a slow burn for most. Tracks like Agony Wagon, Where’s The Devil
When You Need Him, from Believe, and Pinetree Boogie from
Cockledoodledon’t were well received. Other tracks played included Old
Spur Line, Swampblood and the Deadenin’ off Swampblood, along with
Iron Lung Oompah and Gipsy Valentine off Padelerium.
Personally I thought that they had played better gigs in the past, but as this
was the last night of their European tour, they may have been a bit tired;
and besides their previous gigs have been so in your face they have been
exhausting just to watch.
At the end of the gig, on the merchandise stall, a cymbal signed by the
entire band could be had for £40. Spotting the drummer, I joked with him
did he know they were selling his kit off? He replied that it was broken
cymbal (1 of 4 from the tour), but they thought it may make a nice memento
for a fan. I agreed, but I said that £40 was probably a bit much, he said ‘Make
me an offer then’, so I did, but £20 wasn’t quite what he had in mind. The
cymbal went about 5 minutes later for the full asking price…….

MM
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The Jones Brothers, Alton (Al) and John (Sonny), played as an act by themselves around Shreveport and later Al got a
deal with Poplar records. His first single was “Lonely Traveller”/ “Mad Mad World” (104) issued in November 1957.
Dale’s own recording of “Mad Mad World” titled “Wild Wild World”, with the great work of Roy Buchanan and Kenny
Paulsen on guitar, appeared on the Chess LP 1429. Al also moved to California and got a great record on Imperial
X5589 with “Loretta”/”I Was Too Late” in 1959. Those recordings as well as Merle Kilgore’s “Start All Over Again”/”Ride
Jessie Ride” (Imperial X5584) cut at the same session, may feature Roy Buchanan on guitar.
Leon Post, almost blind, was a Louisiana Hayride staff musician and a regular member of Dale’s band when he played
locally. In the late ‘50s, Leon moved out to California with James Burton and has not been heard since. A.J Tuminello
was the uncle of Steve Tuminello who played drums for The In-Crowd, a Shreveport band that recorded the first single
issued on “Ronn” in 1966. Ronn records was a division of Jewel named for Stan Lewis’ young brother Ronald.
Dale made a few appearances on The Louisiana Hayride on Aug 11, 1956 and
September 29, 1956 and an unkind paper from The Shreveport Times dated Sept 1,
1956 refers to him as the “Poor Man’s Elvis Presley”, but by April 24, 1957 they will
talk about him as a “Rockabilly Maestro”. Dale Hawkins played several times on the
Louisiana Hayride, sometimes backed by Marc Mathis (bs), Jerry Kennedy (gtr) and
Rose & Margaret Lewis (vcl). Late 1957, Dale was also playing locally with The Hawks
at The Pelican Club located at 2286 Barksdale Blvd. In May 1958, he played at
Pontchartain Beach with Gene Vincent, The Big Bopper and Jerry Byrne.
Another session in 1956 or 1957, still at KWKH, produced two songs written by
Donnie Ray White “Hey Pretty Baby” and “I Can’t Stand Your Ways Anymore” with
Dale Hawkins on guitar. Both songs were issued on the Norton CD.
After that first single, a new session was set for February 14, 1957 at KWKH,
produced by Stan Lewis and engineered by Bob Sullivan using three mikes in very
primitive conditions. Bob Sullivan could get more sound with less equipment than
anybody and had recorded an endless list of hits. A.J Tuminello couldn’t make the date so Stan Lewis’ brother Francis
Ronald, aged 15, took care of the drums and cowbell. Sonny Trammell played electric bass and James Burton provided
the hypnotic picking. Here its wild licks are far from his first country recordings done as a session man for RAM recording
artists. Maylon Humphries, James Burton’s brother-in-law, and Gene Scudder may be responsible for the handclaps
and shouting. The AFM contract bears some other names for some unknown reason. It seems that 17 takes were
needed to get it right. From the same session came the fabulous hot rocker “Don’t Treat Me This Way” and “First Love”,
a beautiful ballad, both having the support of a local black vocal group. “First Love” backed with “Eeney, Meeney, Miney
Moe” was also issued on Ebb 118 by John Stone in 1957. The sound being pretty close to Dale’s unissued version we
can suppose a strong Shreveport connection knowing that Gene Wyatt Ebb’s single was issued on number 123. From
that session may come several takes of “Worried About You Baby”, a great rockin’ tune that took inspiration from “My
Baby Left Me”, and “Weep No More”, a rockin’ blues, both by Maylon Humphries. These recordings stayed in the vaults
but, in late 1958, Maylon had two teenage pop ballads “Blue Day”/”You Said” issued on Mercury 71395.
That new version of “Suzie-Q” wasn’t released until late April 1957. Leonard
Chess wouldn’t release it so Dale, after advice from Chuck Dunaway, a local
deejay, made contact with Jerry Wexler at Atlantic who told him to call Leonard
Chess and let him know he could get off and join Atlantic. Three days later, after
having the demo mastered by Leonard Chess who added a little reverb, the
Checker 863 was out featuring “Suzie-Q” and “Don’t Treat Me This Way”, a song
written by Peppermint Harris under an alias. On the “Suzie-Q” song writer credits,
James Burton’s name had vanished in favour of Stan Lewis and Eleanor
Broadwater. We will never know who cheated on James but his guitar work
makes him immediately a “reference”. The song was in the Billboard as soon as
May 20, 1958 and peaked at no. 27 on The Billboard Hot 100 and no. 7 on the
Rhythm and Blues charts by July 1957 being also a best seller in stores since mid
June. “Susie-Q” was issued in England as London 45-HL 8482 in October 1957.
Mercury didn’t waste time capitalizing on that new hit, selling a cover by The
Crew-Cuts as soon as May 1957 (Mercury 71125).
Dale became a sensation and played in Washington, DC, and the Apollo Theatre in New-York with Sil Austin and The
Cadillacs in July 57. In June 1957 he was a member of “The Show of ’57 Rock’n’Roll” featuring Mickey & Sylvia, Lavern
Baker, Bobby Charles, Willie Dixon and The Spaniels. He also played The Regal in Chicago, The Uptown in
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Philadelphia and Dick Clark’s American Bandstand on August 6, 1957. He also staged The Brooklyn Paramount with
Fats Domino and he played Alan Freed’s “The Big Beat” TV show. Chess sent Dale out on a promotional tour of radio
stations and record hops without payment and band, so James Burton, who needed the work, joined Bob Luman’s band.
His place was taken by Carl Bailey Adams, born in November 7, 1935, who played the guitar left-handed and upside
down after he had lost two fingers at age of five. Carl was in school with Dale at Mangham and started to work with Ed
Dettenheim, another guitarist, before working with Tommy Blake. The band took the name of The Rhythm Rebels and
backed Tommy Blake on his “Buddy”, “RCA” and “Sun” sides. He was a great guitarist but a troubled soul hooked on
“bennies” and dependent upon prescription drugs. He died of kidney failure on February 22, 1965.
According to several discographies, on August 29, 1957 he moved way up North to the newly opened Chess offices
located at 2120 S. Michigan Avenue, on Chicago’s South side, where the Sheldon Recording studio rented the second
floor. Dale, with Carl Adams (gtr) doing his first session with him, Fred Carter (gtr), Jody Williams (gtr) and Lafayette
Leake or Leon Post (pno), cut a Dick Glasser’s song “Baby, Baby” and “Mrs. Merguitory’s Daughter”. Two fabulous sides
with heavy guitar and strong drum work issued back to back on Checker 876 in October 1957. Fred Carter, another
Hayride guitarist, later went to play with Ronnie Hawkins and Conway Twitty. While in Chicago, Dale hung out with
Muddy Waters, Little Walter, Howlin’ Wolf and Willie Dixon. It’s Muddy who taught him how to get along good with the
Chess Brothers and Dale - those guys helped him to shape his music by just being themselves. There’s a heavy loaded
rockin’ blues in Dale’s recording.
By now the hand-picked entourage also included the Mathis Brothers, Margaret and Rose Lewis, Joe Osborn and, very
possibly, Kenny Paulsen. Dale first met Kenny in 1957 on a Chuck Berry tour that stopped off in Boston
(Massachusetts). Lewis “Dean” Martin (piano and gtr) and Marcus Felton Mathis (bs and rth gtr) came from Georgia
where they played in Paul Howard’s band. They recorded “Sugar Booger”/”Little Girl in Pig Tails” (Ebb150) as the
Marcus Brothers and “Deep Sleep”/”Lazy Susan “ (Argo 5318) as The Brothers. They stayed about two and a half years
before they went off to do their own thing and recording “Bread and Butter” as The Newbeats. Joe Osborn, then a guitar
picker who had worked in Sonny Trammell’s band, was working at Sears in the hardware department when Dale came
to offer him work with his brother Jerry and his Rocking Hawks at The Skyway Club. In 1956, with James Burton, for
RAM records he cut a solid bluesy instro titled “Rovin’”. Later Joe switched to the bass to let Roy Buchanan handle the
guitar and worked with Bob Luman, Ricky Nelson, Johnny Rivers or Bob Dylan. Kenny Paulsen, just out after five years
in the can, joined Dale’s band.
Prior her first release on RAM (Royal Audio Music), Margaret Lewis worked on the road and clubs with Dale Hawkins
and had to fight her Dad and Mother when Dale asked to bring the two sisters to Chicago for a session in his brand new
station wagon. Both sisters escaped in January 1958 and when the band stopped in Nashville to meet Hoss Allen, a DJ
on WLAC radio, they called home. Margaret told them where she was and her furious Mama threatened to have Dale
Hawkins arrested. While in Chicago for a week, she remembers meeting Willie Dixon, Little Walter and Muddy Waters
at Chess studios. Leonard Chess, quite afraid to have those under age gals in the studio called their Mama to get her
approval and checked them into a hotel not far from Vee-Jay records, opened an account and gave the clerk orders to
take care of the girls. Margaret also remembers Phil Chess, who supervised the sessions, playing them “Johnny B.
Goode” and “Sweet Little Sixteen” which they’d just recorded by Chuck Berry but hadn’t released yet. Chuck Berry may
have had a big effect on her as she recorded “Roll Over Beethoven” in 1960.
On those January 1958 sessions, Margaret and Rose supplied back up vocals
on “Little Pig”, “Boogie Woogie Teenage Girl”, “Sweetie Pie”, “Tornado” and the
great bouncing “Juanita” that was held and released on Dale’s first LP. That
song was a cover of Roy Moss’ “Yes, Juanita Mine” issued on Fascination 1002
in February 1958. The similarities on those two recordings are stunning and
make both essential recordings in any rock and roll buff’s record library. Howard
Claud, the song writer of “Yes, Juanita Mine”, was also the song writer of “Big
Green Car” cut by Jimmy Carroll and issued on Fascination 2000. “Little Pig” is
a fabulous rocker written by Merle Kilgore and Dean Mathis and “Sweetie Pie”,
that was covered by Tommy Blake for Sun while Dale’s own version stayed in
the vault until 1998. Only “Tornado” and “Little Pig” were issued on single
(Checker 892) in April 1958. Four songs, like the fabulous bluesy “Lulu”, stayed
unissued and three were issued on the Chess LP 1429. That rare LP, with the
liner notes written by Bill “Hoss” Allen, issued in October 1958 is the only one
Dale ever got on that label in the ‘50s. Here “Hoss” wrote: The advent of
Rock-A-Billy, or the country version of Rhythm and Blues, was all the musical
form Dale needed to shoot to the top. That rare LP was also issued in Canada as Quality V-1617. “Boogie Woogie
Teenage Girl” and “Sweetie Pie”, two nice rockers, can be found on the ACE CD 693 “Rock’n’Roll Tornado”. On all those
songs, the work of Carl Adams and Kenny Paulsen is stunning.
Dominique “Imperial” ANGLARES
February 28, 2010
Thanks to Tapio Vaisanen, Billy Millar, Howard A. Dewitt and Colin Escott.
(To be continued...)
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North Sea Jazz Festival – 9 to 11 July 2010
Whereas this year’s weather began in earnest heat wave, portents for the festival were not so hot.
A weak-looking line-up had worsened due to the unfavourable programme schedule and as a result
expectations were running low. With no free events in sight on Thursday night I found solace in one
of my favourite bars. On finding out that I was a music fan, the barman, in between serving drinks,
assailed me with some of his massive collection of recordings which he had gathered on an iPod.
A mix of jazz and Americana made for a better than expected start to the festival.
Friday began with the discovery that I could not get a refund on my unused
‘strippenkaart’ as they were being phased out all over Holland and replaced by the
OV-chipkaart. Instead I went sightseeing in Schiedam on what turned out to be
market day. A tour around the Jenevermuseum, where they still distil malt spirit
‘genever’ as in days gone by, provided a welcome break from the burning sun. The extensive
display of miniature bottles was remarkable.
I arrived early at the festival to secure a front row seat in the (more
importantly) air-conditioned Madeira for Phil Woods with the Rein De
Graaf Trio. Alto saxophonist Phil Woods has been suffering ill health
in recent years but still played beautifully in a discriminating set of
standards which included At The End Of A Love Affair, Willow Weep
For Me and Just Friends. Nevertheless it was necessary for him to take
a break every twenty minutes or so which had the added benefit of
providing veteran Dutch pianist Rein De Graaf more time to shine. His
entirely entertaining interludes showed a debt to Bud Powell and, like
England’s Stan Tracey, his talents are worthy of worldwide respect.
Unable to gain access to the Hudson for Kurt Elling as it was full, I
wandered into the Tigris, where the DJ was playing 78s. Had I
stumbled on a crack in time? Quickly grabbing a cold Grolsch, I took refuge in the cinema. On offer
were some wonderful black and white clips of the giants of the past: Miles Davis with Gil Evans;
Leonard Feather presenting Downbeat Awards to Charlie Parker and Dizzy Gillespie and the
subsequent quintet performance of Hot House; Fats Waller singing Ain’t Misbehavin’ to some
luscious ladies; and Lester Young and Big Sid Catlett in a so-called jam session.
Next stop was the Congo where I waited to see the re-emergent Gil Scot Heron who has spent the
last decade in and out of prison due to a dependency on drugs. In recent months he has been
touring on the strength of his first album in over sixteen years, I’m New Here, but clearly this was a
misprint and should have been titled I’m Nowhere as that was where he was to be seen.
After chatting to an American who had seen the invisible man in Portugal and characterised him as
now introverted rather than political, I remained for José James (pronounced ‘Hozay James’),
described in the programme as a jazz vocalist who likes to experiment and who would be performing
a tribute to John Coltrane. On the first number he used a repeating device to set up a drone over
which he vocalised, creating music whose connection to Coltrane was muddy and which failed to
seduce.
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I wandered off to see Corinne Bailey Rae, a British-born soul/jazz singer with a cosy warm voice,
which was heard to good effect on Put Your Records On, The Sea and Que Sera, Sera (the Sly
Stone version). All in all it was rather pleasant, if a bit ‘bedsit’.
The next singer to step up was Ryan Shaw, whose
performance in the Congo in 2008 saw him being
promoted to the larger Maas. He sounded as good as
before on numbers such as Many Rivers To Cross, Lookin’
For A Love, and Working On A Building Of Love. And the
Sam Cooke tribute Morning, Noon & Night from his
desperately short new album was a minor gem. However
the predominance of uptempo numbers and the indulgent
sprinkling of solos by members of the band detracted from
the overall effect. Has he reached his optimum level or is
he just marking time?
On Saturday I took the obligatory trip to Delfshaven and the famous De Pelgrim bar for lunch and to
enjoy its excellent beer. Not only is the beer brewed on the premises but they also bake their own
bread which was so tasty, moist and light that it did not need buttering. It would surely have had the
Soulboy searching for new superlatives.
The tented stage that is the Congo was the first point of
call at the festival and gaining a prime position early was
the consolation for having to sit in pressure cooker heat
intensity whilst waiting for the first act, Daptone Records’
Naomi Shelton & The Gospel Queens. However they
had been replaced by Craig Adams & The Voices Of
New Orleans, which had been formed by the leader in
2002. He was a large man, attired in a dark blue naval
suit of officer status, and facially bore a passing
resemblance to Fats Domino; not surprisingly he played
piano. The band comprised drums and two guitars,
lead/rhythm and bass, and ‘the Voices’ were two female and one male. After an unpromising start
they aroused the audience with the popular Down By The Riverside, This Little Light Of Mine, Let
The Good Times Roll, A Change Is Gonna Come (passionately sung by the male backing singer)
and When The Saints Go Marching In (a tribute to the 2009 Super Bowl triumph of the New Orleans
Saints) with about twenty of the audience joining them on stage to dance.
This was followed by the funky soul of Lee Fields & The
Expressions. After three instrumentals by a group of musicians
who gratifyingly keep it simple, Lee Fields, in suit and glittering
T-shirt, joined them. He is an engaging performer who used the
stage well and was noticeably happier when he got audience
members dancing in front of the stage. His expressive voice was
at equally at home on the political Money Is King and My World,
as on the smoochers, Ladies and Honey Dove.
After a longer interval than hitherto came the man who should
have been the first Black president of the USA, if he had wanted
to; except that he could not for the very fact that he would have
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upset the Black community as much as its White counterpart.
It was of course the multi-talented, nonpareil and, whisper with
care, genius, Jerry Williams, whose career exploded into
consciousness like a burst boil when he evolved into the myth
of his own making, Swamp Dogg; no need to add the warning
‘accept no substitutes’ because there never was and never will
be one.
The first surprise was that the two opening numbers were
given over to his mother Vera Lee, a nice gesture that I am
sure she appreciated. The mixed band of drums, bass, guitar,
keyboards, and three horns provided the backing and were
later joined by two young women to add vocal support. Then,
to warm applause, came the dignified entrance of the bespectacled Swamp Dogg in a white suit and
black shirt. He wore a hands-free mic and sang seated behind a small keyboard starting with I’m
The Lover Man, recorded when he was just Little Jerry Williams. He explained that when he
became Swamp Dogg his songs began to be about militancy and information. As the intensity of
Never Been to Africa (And It’s Your Fault) mounted, he came out from behind his keyboard to finish
the song and spoke to the audience (as if the thought had just occurred to him) musing that some
people were saying to themselves: “He talking to me? I ain’t done shit. I didn’t keep him out of
Africa. What the fuck he mad at me about?” The audience collapsed into stomach-clutching
laughter but with it (hopefully) came the realisation that the music was coming to them on a whole
other level than usual.
An electric atmosphere of excitement pervaded as some members of the audience squealed with
delight as they recognised the songs they loved. “More!” screamed someone – only halfway
through the show. Swamp Dogg, whom I have seen before and whom I have never thought of as
a very active performer, added another dimension to his persona as his animated appearances
when out from behind his keyboard attested. On I Was Born Blue he straightened his body, leaned
back and strained every sinew to reach and sustain such a high note as to shatter all
preconceptions. He danced the alligator slide, he shook hands and when Synthetic World caused
so much wild approbation, he sang the final thirty-two bars again.
The final number Gotta Get A Message To You saw him leave the stage to shake hands, embrace
and dance with more of the audience and to even sign an autograph, as the band maintained
musical control on stage. If Swamp Dogg is soul music, and some may argue that he has created
and inhabits his own genre, then the elevated emotional experience of his performance must put it
in the top five I have ever witnessed.
While the show had been going on, an almighty storm had taken
place, so avoiding some massive pools of rainwater I took the
easy option to the Nile to see Sharon Jones & The Dap-Kings.
As the group name suggests, Sharon is a Daptone Records artist
and probably the one with the highest profile, again in the funky
soul vein but with more emphasis on the dance end. The band,
another predominantly white grouping, had the chosen style down
to a T and was led by another Daptone recording artist, Binky
Griptite, who was nothing like an escapee from the Goons that his
name might have suggested.
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Most of the songs were drawn from the latest CD, I Learned The Hard Way, starting with If You Call
with a guitar riff reminiscent of a Bobby Bland song from the 1950s. However Sharon Jones is a
singer who loves to dance and was soon demonstrating the boogaloo, swim and hitchhike. And
before the end, shoes and earrings came off and she was dancing and singing the story of her West
African and American-Indian ancestors.
It was a dynamic performance by one of today’s outstanding newer artists with a real feel for the
music of earlier eras. One such number was Tell Me (from one of her earlier albums), a 1960s
styled stomper which would surely have had certain Woodies wearing out their patent leather on the
floor of the Flamingo.
The day ended with a return to the Congo for a glimpse of Joe Louis
Walker, who remains a regular visitor to Europe (but not the UK until this
October). Henry Oden was still on bass and there was a White guitarist
singing when I arrived and perhaps taking a greater role than one might have
expected. However One Time Around, a JLW favourite, was enough to
show what we have been missing for many years.
On Sunday, with Rotterdam bedecked in orange, it was impossible not to get
caught up in the excitement and enthusiasm caused by the impending World
Cup Final. A visit to the information desk confirmed that the Dutch nation’s
biggest event for over thirty years was not going to be ignored by the
festival’s organisers. Various stages were to be turned over to the screening
of the final, an action which would have a deleterious impact on the day’s schedule. As a result of
the rather weak line-up and although it had not been my original intention, I succumbed to the rare
opportunity of being able to watch a World Cup Final in the land of one of the finalists and in the
company of its inhabitants.
My pre-match warm up was a visit to the Seine, the name given to the small cinema room.
Unbeknownst to me and clearly a lot of others, the interview with saxophonist Joe Lovano by Dan
Ouellette (a regular contributor to DownBeat for over twenty years) had been brought forward by
several hours. The format was that a film clip of an old great would be shown and Joe Lovano would
comment and reminisce. There was some wonderful film of Coleman Hawkins, Charlie Parker,
Dizzy Gillespie, Ben Webster, Miles Davis and John Coltrane. Now if only the festival could book
just one of them to appear (pause to dream) ... it would be a miracle.
The man responsible for showing the clips was Fenno Werkman who explained that he had an
‘aircraft hangar’ of film from the States which he is slowly digitising. Bill Wyman stayed with him
going through film clips for the blues programme which appeared on British television awhile back.
The Seine also hosted a collection of soundies of Latin music dating, I would guess, back to the ’30s
and ’40s, which were of great amusement. Bertica Serrando, singing Corte Tibo with the Eddie
Lebron Orchestra, couldn’t wait to get her faux skirt off to dance and shake her limbs. Her I’m
Learning To Speak English was hilarious. Caridad Garcia singing Siboney was moving. But the
moving of the De Castro Singers to Cuban Nightmare (Sun Sun Barbae) was more amusing. On
Mambo No. 8 members of Carlos Molina’s Orchestra had more material to their crinoline shirt
sleeves than an ocean-going yacht to its sails. Like the dancers they were more than prepared to
shake in time to the music.
The football match was a fascinating contest. Some of the Dutch drifted away during its course but
those that stayed till the end took the defeat with typical phlegmatism. And so did I until I returned
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home to find that proponents of the cloggers charter had had some kind of Damascan experience
and were now disgusted by the tactics used against the team of so called ‘pure footballers’. Theirs
was hypocrisy to surpass all emetics.
The following day it rained. And so did I. The festival remains an enjoyable event to attend but with
the rising cost of tickets and the falling attraction of the artists, the allure of attending this event
slowly diminishes year to year.

Menahan Street Band Featuring Charles Bradley and Lee Fields & The Expressions at The
Bloomsbury Ballroom on Friday 5 February 2010
The Menahan Street Band is a collaboration of musicians associated with the Daptone record
label, notable for being the home of Sharon Jones & The Dap- Kings. Most of these musicians
maintain a co-existence in The Expressions and thus remained on stage for the whole evening.
Their brand of melodic funk with a liberal dash of soul was meat and drink to the sizeable young
audience of predominantly under forty-year-olds. Whilst the lack of solos was a minor
disappointment, it did mean that the several instrumentals that began the performance were to the
point and there was no hiding their excellent musicianship.
Charles Bradley, a healthier looking ringer for James Brown,
has had a couple of singles out on Dunham Records, a
subsidiary label of Daptone Records, and his rapturous
welcome belied his apparent lack of fame. His rasping voice
was equally at home on either the occasional uptempo number
or the slower more soulful fare. He span round, dropped to one
knee and continued to sing while cradling the microphone stand
by his side. He also went in for the sort of pelvic writhing that
brought squeals to the mouths of the ladies in the house, and
finally he threatened the front row with JB’s elastic mic stand.
The better-known Lee Fields, of previous Southern
Soul fame on the American Ace record label, has
embraced the funk genre in more recent times (viz
Desco Records). Despite this, on his recent album,
My World on Truth and Soul Records, he appears to
have taken the opportunity to vacate the dance floor
and head for the bedroom, and the result is much
more soulful. With a slightly less rasping voice and
possessing accomplished stagecraft, he soon had
everyone captivated. Of a strong set of songs, Ladies
and Honey Dove would have to be regarded as
stand-outs.
Conclusion: it was a very worthwhile night out spent listening to soul music that maintains truth
with its roots and that is more authentic in style than much blue-eyed fodder.
Dave Carroll
(All photos reproduced with the kind permission of Dave Carroll)
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THE BIG BOPPER – HELLOOO BABY!
BEAR FAMILY BCD 17109
Hello Baby! You know what I like! Those great digipacks coming from
Germany with their fabulous mastering, booklets, discographies and…
music. On this one, Jay Perry Richardson, The Big Bopper’s son, gave
stunning help to Johnette Duff for the booklet notes and on her two projects
in development “The Day The Music Died, the untold story of the Big
Bopper”, and playwright of “Chantilly Lace: The Musical”. On the
discography side, Antoon Van Olderen with Andy Brown makes fabulous
work of the complete Mercury sessions and added some bonuses. Add to
that, rare and unpublished photos from the Big Bopper’s family… You’ve
got what you like!
When The Big Bopper died in the plane crash that took the lives of Buddy
Holly, Ritchie Valens and Roger Peterson, he only had four singles out but
had already scored two hits. Any teenager would know that he made his first
recordings in December 1954 in Crowley, Louisiana. Among those was the
great “Bopper’s Boogie Woogie” first issued on Flyright LP 532. And it turns out he had a far more interesting career
than a few hit wonders being also a radio man, a song writer, song publisher and music visionary. The Big Bopper was
a larger than life character and slightly different from Jape Richardson, a shy and sensitive 28 year old man from
Beaumont (Texas). This new CD does justice to the Man.
Jape’s father, an itinerant roughneck in the oilfields, thought music was for sissies and didn’t care much for Jape’s
obvious musical talent. Jape lost his girlfriend after she was convinced by her folks to look for a young man who had a
secure job but after his Beaumont high school graduation in 1947, he took a part-time job at KTRM as broadcaster and
met his wife to be. Jape married Adrianne “Teatsy” in 1952 and was soon the proud father of a daughter named Debbie.
His route to music however was not immediate and in 1955 he joined the United States Army and spent two years
working as a radar operator. Back on radio his career took off and he created another radio personality for himself – The
Big Bopper – building a connection with “Pappy” Daily who with Jack Starnes had started the Starday label in 1952. In
1957, he set a world record as a DJ by playing 1,821 records non-stop for over five days and a grand total of 122 hours
and 8 minutes.
A first session in August/September 1957 produced two of his own compositions “Beggar To A King” and “Crazy
Blues”, both issued on Mercury-Starday 71219, as Jape Richardson and The Japetts. “Beggar to A King”, a beautiful
ballad, was covered by Hank Snow, Rusty Draper, Benny Barnes and George Jones. “Crazy Blues” is a superb medium
paced rockin’ ditty that really blew my socks off when issued on the Mercury Rockabillies LP in 1975. A first and
beautiful version of “Someone Watching Over You” may have been cut at the same session. Another cut in a little more
of a “pop” style was recorded in October 1958 and issued back to back with “Walking Through My Dreams” on
Mercury 71416 just after his passing. The next session in March 1958 produced a light country styled “A Teen-Age
Moon (In A Rock & Roll World)” with the vocal support of the Echoes and a cool rockin’ “Monkey Song (You Made
A Monkey Out Of Me)”, both sides issued on Mercury 71312. The four sides were published by Starrite owned by
Starday. From then, Jape Richardson will become “Big Bopper” and, next “The Big Bopper”.
In June 30, 1958, a parody of “The Witch Doctor” was cut under the title “Purple People Eater Meets The Witch Doctor”
and a quickly written song for the B-side entitled “Chantilly Lace”. When the Mercury/Starday pact dissolved in July
1958, Pappy Daily sold his share in Starday to Don Pierce and started “D” records. He continued his affiliation with
Mercury and leased them those two sides issued on D 1008 after it had sold 25.000 copies in Texas. Issued on Mercury
71343, “Chantilly Lace” charted number 6 on August 1958. “Chantilly Lace” brings some answer songs like “Bopper
486009” by Donna Dameron (Dart 113), “Chantilly Lace Cha Cha” by Bill Kimbrough (D 1053), “That Makes It” by
Jayne Mansfield (Original Sound 51) or “She Giggles” by Don Terry (Lin
5018). Nice to see those novelties included on the CD as a free bonus for
completists.
Around that time, Bill Hall from Beaumont went into partnership with J.P. to
found “Big Bopper Enterprises” and “Big Bopper Music”. “Big Bopper
Enterprises” signed Johnny Preston, Jivin’ Gene, Benny Barnes, Johnnie
Allen and Rod Bernard to name a few and helped to secure deals with Shelby
Singleton and Mercury even after JP Richardson’s passing. The Bopper’s
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widow worked for that firm and another associate named
“Nash Beau”. Usually the Big Bopper’s publishing song
rights were given to “Glad Music” founded in 1958 by
“Pappy” Daily. “Chantilly Lace” was the biggest seller of
all.
Recorded in August/September 1958 were “It’s The Truth
Ruth”, “Walking Through My Dreams”, “That’s What I’m
Talking About”, “Little Red Riding Hood”, “Big Bopper’s
Wedding”, “Pink Petticoat” and “One More Chance”, a
song issued for the first time on this CD. All those funny
rhythm songs were issued on single format after his
passing. More songs were cut in October 1958 to find their
way onto the LP Mercury MG-20402 issued on December
8, 1958. Among the best sides are “Old Maid” and “The
Preacher and The Bear”.
Johnny Preston recorded Jape’s “Running Bear” and, later,
“I Want a Rock and Roll Guitar” and “Willy Walk”. When
George Jones made it big with “White Lightning”, Jape
recorded his song himself in October 1958 making a great
version lead by Link Davis’ saxophone. But even though he
got some money from his song writing and publishing and
had “Chantilly Lace” riding on the charts, Jape knew from
his radio experience that touring was the only way to gain
popularity, increase record sales and make cash. In
November 1958, Jape left his station post at KTRM to do
personals. The chance to tour with Buddy Holly was too
good to be true so The Big Bopper took his fancy oversized leopard-skin coat and telephone and went on the road. Tim
Gale and Irvin Feld’s GAC “Winter Party” tour was a real mess which leads Buddy Holly to charter a plane.
Jape was back in Beaumont (Texas) in a coffin but the legacy goes on as “White Lightning” shot to # 1 in Billboard’s
Country charts and “Running Bear” being a # 1for Johnny Preston. In 1972, Jerry Lee Lewis brings “Chantilly Lace” to
the top of the Country charts. Tribute songs like Ray Campi’s “The Man I Met” (D 1047) and Eddie Cochran “Three
Stars” complete this nice CD that shows another side of ‘50s Rock and Roll. No rebelliousness or moral threats there…
music for fun and jivin’ parties. 23 sides by a crew cut Daddy-O who was on his way to fame walking through his dreams!
Imperial
June 15, 2010.

For Cool Cats and Shabby Tabbies
Paul Barrett
Rock'n'Roll Enterprises
(est. circa 1960)

For all pre-Beatles Rock'n'Roll, coast to coast and world wide.
From the Jets to Crazy Cavan, the Jive Romeros to Matchbox, Wee Willie
Harris to The Atlantics. With Gene Summers, Johnny Preston, Linda Gail
Lewis, Jack Scott, Ray Campi, Mac Curtis, Charlie Gracie,
As well as the Chas Hodges Rock'n'Roll Trio and from Germany, the
Lennerockers

One call, book 'em all.
Tel: 02920 704279, Fax: 02920 709989
e-mail: barrettrocknroll@ntlworld.com
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The Great British R&B Festival
Colne, Lancashire 27-30 August 2010
Very much a truncated report this year as although I was in the area for the whole
bank holiday weekend I only attended the International Stage, where the main
acts were appearing, on the final day.
It was good to see the indefatigable Larry Garner again, performing his funky
homespun brand of Louisiana blues with the experienced Norman Beaker Band.
Looking sharp in his colourful garb, Larry took us along the Road of Life from his
late nineties Baton Rouge CD and introduced us to a little Champagne and Reefer.
Influential guitarist and Fleetwood Mac founder member Peter Green had to pull
out of his scheduled Sunday appearance due to ill-health, so with a bit of a
re-shuffle Dublin born diva Imelda May was a welcome addition to the bill, taking
over the 7.30 Monday evening slot. Formerly a familiar sight singing with Mike
Sanchez’s band and Al Nicholl’s Blue Harlem, Imelda has deservedly moved into
mainstream circles performing with the likes of Jeff Beck and appearing on BBC
radio.
With her terrific band - Gretsch guitar guru Darrel Higham, bassman Al Gare, local
star drummer Steve Rushton and trumpeter Dave Priseman - Imelda stole East
Lancashire hearts with an incendiary show. Highlights included a menacing
version of Howlin’ Wolf’s Poor Boy and a rip-roaring take on Train Kept A Rollin’,
which was driven along by Higham’s gleeful guitar. She also sang some selfpenned numbers from her excellent Love Tattoo CD including the title track, Big
Bad Handsome Man, Watcha Gonna Do and the wonderful Johnny Got A Boom
Boom.
By the time you read this her new Decca album, Mayhem, should be available and
she sang some songs from this too, such as the title song, a rockabilly style
Tainted Love and Darrel Higham’s composition Eternity. Imelda also found time
to dedicate a sincere heartfelt ballad - Too Soon To Cry - to a member of the
Extraordinaires who had passed away recently. The only song that didn’t work for
me was My Babe where I felt that trumpet replacing harmonica didn’t fit the bill.
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But, overall this was a concert of such magnitude that it was virtually impossible to
follow.
Georgie Fame did his best, opening with some Ray Charles tunes, but I found his
more jazzy leanings away from the blues not too much to my taste. Most of the
crowd seemed to enjoy his set though.
The night ended with the Flamingo Blues All Stars, of which I only caught a little.
Norman Beaker and his band held the whole thing together behind guest vocalists
such as Herbie Goins and Chris Farlowe. I hadn’t come across Goins before but
apparently he is an ex-American GI who, together with his band the Nightimers, had
a few singles issued in the sixties including Number One In Your Heat which is a
northern soul favourite. Anyway I thought he was excellent singing the soulful Feels
Like Rain, whilst Farlowe can still sing the blues better than most Englishmen and
always puts on a good show.
This was the 21st festival in Colne - roll on number twenty-two.
Away from the main stage free gigs abound, and I caught Ben Ruth & The
Convulsions at the Royal British Legion club. The eccentric Ruth resembles a cross
between Dr Who and Tom Waits, but boy does he play a mean blues harp. Besides
a few original numbers, Ruth and his fine sounding band entertained an
accommodating crowd with the likes of Messin’ With The Kid, Slim Harpo’s Baby
Scratch My Back and Killing Floor. If you like edgy blues in yer face with some
furious harmonica check these cats out.
At the Queens, the pub with the best beer garden in town, a new young local bunch
of musicians - Emmott & The Folkestra – put on something different, and a wee bit
special. With a line-up boasting dual male vocalists, guitars, drums, banjo and
mandolin, they served up a folky alternative side to the blues. Along with a Levellers
song and Men At Work’s 1983 number one Down Under, a working class lament
which seemed to be called Thatcher Fucked The Kids appealed to the subversives
in attendance. They finished off with a grand go at Bad Moon Rising. Incidentally
the banjo player was Dean Roberts who travelled on two of Major Ken’s great US
trips a few years ago.
I also attended a couple of gigs from Pendle stalwarts Walter Mitty’s Head who
dished out their usual sweaty style of full-on ninety miles per hour punky rock ‘n’ rolly
R&B.
Together with their own Out Of My Head and Shakin’ they blasted their way through
The Clash’s Janie Jones, The Sonics’ Strychnine, The Meteors’ Shout So Loud, The
Fall’s Mr Pharmacist, Tom Waits’ Going Out West and Micky Jupp’s Cheque Book.
Not to mention the Linkster’s Jack The Ripper, Bill Allen’s Please Give Me
Something and the Diddley pair I Can Tell and You Can’t Judge A Book By Its Cover.
Phew!
Beetle Crushing Wilkinson
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Letters to the Editor
Singer Marries His Bass Player
Jackson Sloan, lead singer with popular jump
jive combo Oo-Bop-Sh'bam married his bass
player Emma Partridge in a red-and-white
themed event in Essex that attracted a
glittering crowd of guests both in and out of the
music industry.
Great Bentley Village Hall was decked out in
the couple's choice of colours, and their outfits
matched the theme.
The band has attracted a loyal following since
it was formed four years ago, playing a mixture
of Rock'n'Roll and jump blues standards and
originals, and has released two well-received
CDs.
Jackson is looking forward to the release of a
solo CD of original material to run alongside
his band commitments.
"I'm the happiest man in the world," said
Jackson, who was in the forefront of the jump
blues revival with his former band Rent Party
in the eighties.
The couple went on honeymoon to Malta.
The talented Emma is not only the mistress of
the stand-up bass, but also a champion golfer.
Ken Major

DESERT ISLAND DISCS - 26.9.10
Tom Jones selection:
Jerry Lee Lewis - Whole Lotta Shakin' Goin' On
Vaughn Monroe - Ghost Riders In The Sky
Mahalia Jackson - Old Rugged Cross
Bill Haley - Rock Around The Clock
Spike Jones - Der Fuehrers Face
Aretha Franklin - I Never Loved A Man
Big Bill Broonzy - Black, Brown & White
Humphrey Lyttleton - Bad Penny Blues
and his choice if he could only have one record was:
Jerry Lee Lewis - Whole Lotta Shakin' Goin' On
Nice that Tom agrees with me that Jerry Lee's
"Whole Lotta Shakin' Goin' On" is the greatest record
ever made, and the listening population is now aware.

Ken Major
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MISSING WOODIE
Anyone know the
whereabouts of
Geoff Bayford?
We have mislaid his
contact details, so can
anyone provide either
Geoff's address,
telephone number or
email address so that
we can continue to
send him magazines,
newsletters etc?
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Saddened to hear of Diz Disley
passing away which brought back
memories of a balmy summer’s
evening at the Orpington Folk Club
when we had the pleasure of an
evening with Diz telling various
Yorkshire anecdotes about the
Battle Of Trafalgar, Sam Pick Up
Thy Musket and singing such songs
as The Houses In Between.
However, the most memorable
happening of the evening for me
was when Diz sat down and
accompanied a young 17 year old
playing blues during the mid-show
floor singer’s spot to raucous
applause (mainly for the lead guitar
by Diz). A nicer, more friendly
entertainer you could not have
wished to meet.
Oh - the young 17 year old was me.

Peter Robinson
Hastings, East Sussex

A Rocket in My Pocket – The Hipster’s Guide to
Rockabilly Music
by Max Decharne (Serpent’s Tail)
You wait years for a new rockabilly book to come along and
then, like buses, two come along at once.
In addition to Sheree Homer’s opus, we now have British
journalist and musician Max Decharne’s take on the scene, and
it is different from, but complementary to, Sheree’s recent book.
Taking Elvis Presley’s That’s All Right Mama on Sun as the
point where rockabilly finally coalesced into what it is, Max
takes the reader on a journey starting well before that, when the
tributaries of the blues and hillbilly fed into the rockabilly river,
and made the Presley phenomenon possible.
He then finds out where the river leads, and if he thinks it leads
to The Cramps rather than, say, Slim Slip and the Sliders, well,
it is his book, and his views.
Max has a readable style and communicates his enthusiasm on
every page, and is obviously a true fan.
Two defining London shows get suitable reverence, the Clay
Pigeon, Harrow, performance by Malcolm Yelvington,
promoted by our own Dell Richardson, and the Hibernian Club, Fulham gig which was the UK
swansong for Charlie Feathers.
Max was at both, as was I, and judging by the one picture of Max in the book, he wasn’t standing in
front of me, since he looks a lofty cove, and I remember good sightlines at both shows.
Max has spoken to the stars and lesser known acts within rockabilly that were available for
interview, and reprinted other’s interviews where this was not possible.
So there is an interview with Scotty Moore recorded in the seventies, Johnny Burnette’s guitarist
Paul Burlison interviewed for television in the fifties, and Max himself has a chat with Wanda Jackson.
All this is seamlessly linked and properly credited, and where additional information is needed, Max
goes to seventies music mags or Billboard back numbers from the fifties.
There are various black and white pictures breaking up the text, many of which have been seen
before, and a bibliography, but no index. If you want to know the correct height of your Prison Blue
jeans turn-ups, then look elsewhere since this is a Hipster’s Guide to the music, and not the fashions.
And there are a number of discrepancies and inaccuracies that have been swiftly pointed out by
others who probably wish they wrote the book themselves. Still, there’s likely to be a second print
run, when these will be sorted out.
A CD (reviewed earlier) has been released to tie in with the book’s publication, so beginners and
those with no knowledge of the music can listen as they read.
It is to Max’s credit that he has been able to publicise this book in various media outlets that are
strangers to the whole idea of rockabilly. Or, rather, they were.
Thanks to Max’s evangelising, more people than ever will have heard about the music, which is
precisely the point of the book.
John Howard
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A Rocket in My Pocket – The Soundtrack to The
Hipster’s Guide to Rockabilly Music
by Max Decharne (Ace Records)
It’s a great game in the pub. You have 28 tracks to explain rockabilly to someone who doesn’t know
what it is, and you don’t want it to be a blind duplication of the many rockabilly compilations of the
past thirty years.
Given that you have the complete Ace archives to plunder, what would you choose? Well, there
would have to be Feathers and Burnette, lashings of Sun, definitely Elvis, and some obscurities, so
those who know perfectly well what good rockabilly is might buy it as well.
Compiler and author Max Decharne, who must at some time have stood beside me since we have
so many gigs in common, wisely decided on this route, and also chose key tracks that are
mentioned in his new book.
Allen Page’s 1958 Moon Recording She’s The One
That’s Got It, supposedly inspired by Thomas Wayne’s
fabulous flip You’re The One That Done It, is not an
obvious choice, and if I have it, I can’t at present find it,
so if you can’t find/don’t have this track, then this is a
reason to buy. The more familiar, Perkins’ Put Your Cat
Clothes On, Ronnie Self’s Bop-A-Lena, Wanda
Jackson’s Mean Mean Man and Mel Robbins’ Save It
are present and correct, in pristine recording quality,
naturally, while favourites of many like Snake Eyed
Mama by Don Cole, Wash Machine Boogie by The
Echo Valley Boys, and Come On Little Mama by Ray
Harris fit nicely and are wise choices. Don’t Be Gone
Long by Bob Doss, Mad Dog in Town by Rocky Bill
Ford, both from Starday, should be, and probably will be
as a result of this release, better known.
In the end, it’s difficult to fault the inclusions, but easy to suggest numbers that could have been
included. What, no Vincent, no Jerry Lee, no Cochran? The answer may be that they are easily
available elsewhere, and The Rhythm Rockets on Gulf Stream, Freddie Franks, and Jackie
Morningstar made excellent rockabilly but don’t appear on too many other compilations. There’s
even what appears to be the first release of a 1958 cut, Rock to the Boogie by Roy Burk and the
Bell Bottoms which has been in the can undisturbed and unheard for fifty years, so completists will
have another reason to scarf this collection up.
But no matter what you or I think, it is Max’s choice, and both he and Ace are obviously hoping both
the book and this compilation sell to a market well beyond those with Sun label tattoos and Meteor
Records T-shirts. Max is winning the PR war, and has appeared on mainstream news and radio
programmes to promote his book.
Incidentally, did you know there was a CD to accompany author Peter Guralnick’s hymn of praise
to that other Memphis music, southern soul, Sweet Soul Music? I didn’t know until I found the CD
years after I got the book, so hopefully there will be cross promotion between Max’s book and this
CD, so those who DON’T know their Hal Harris from a hole in the ground can make more sense of
the book.
John Howard
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A couple of months ago I was greeted via email by our TFTW Major information guru notifying me
of a charity show featuring Chas Hodges and his band. Ken and Chas were schoolmates and have
kept in touch since those youthful days. As most of you will be aware Dave Peacock of the famous
Chas and Dave duo retired last year when his dear wife Sue lost her battle against lung cancer.
Dave and Chas along with their families were and are truly devoted to each other.
This charity event was to be held in aid of Cancer Relief with all
musicians, helpers and organisers giving their services
willingly for this extremely important
cause.

Back in 1976 in
the back streets of Maida Vale
I was employed as a construction site
agent, a posh title for general foreman.
The project was the refurbishment of a
four story Victorian house involving
many different trades. Amongst these
sub-contractors was a young man
who could be found anywhere on site by the
sounds coming from an old portable radio. Together with the
loud volume being emitted from this beat up old bit of kit was the
accompaniment of a couple of screwdrivers tapping in time on the copper pipes he was
installing beneath the floorboards. It became obvious that this heating technician was a drummer,
and a good one at that. One morning the radio and pipe beating sequence were conspicuous by
their absence. I spoke to the other plumber to enquire of his mate’s whereabouts and I was told that
we would not be seeing this ‘drummer plumber’ on site anymore.” He had received a phone call the
night before from an old musician pal of his and was joining him in his band”. The phone call was
from Chas Hodges; Micky Burt never showed up on site again, Chas had nicked my ‘plumber
drummer’. “Anyone wanna buy a couple of old rusty screwdrivers, some copper pipe with dents in
and a beat up old radio, unused since 1976?”
Jean and I were delighted to accept Ken’s invitation to attend the gig at Aston, a small village near
Stevenage. The event was to be held on a Saturday evening and because of the small size of the
village hall, numbers were restricted. My wife and I prefer to stay at an hotel when attending these
gigs, just in case I partake in a couple of pints or so with no driving involved; makes sense doesn’t
it!
The missus doesn’t drive so a taxi was called to pick us up from the Holiday Inn Stevenage to take
us the ten or so miles to Aston. We were dropped off early so we could have a meal at one of the
local village pubs. A short walk around the corner and up the hill were the directions given by the
barman to the Aston Village Hall. After five or so minutes strolling through this little sleepy village
complete with its display of early spring blossoms, we reached the hall. There was no mistaking,
“This must be the place” Chas and his piano could be heard from the outside, obviously doing his
sound check. When Chas’s wife Joan (ticket inspector / collector on the night) opened the doors we
were told to sit anywhere you choose, yes, this was going to be a very easy going and casual affair,
I’m pleased to say. Chas was on the stage playing piano, someone at the back was shouting
instructions to the sound man, adjustments were made, thumbs up from the man at the back, the
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sound-check was completed. The bar opened and after ten minutes or so everyone was seated at
their selected tables complete with drinks, crisps, and various types of refreshment; the show was
about to commence.
A short greeting was made and Chas’s daughter, Kate Garner was introduced, Kate adjusted the
mic stand, seated herself at her piano, said a few words and began to play. I’d never been blessed
with being part of an audience listening to Kate Garner playing piano, and singing her own
compositions. The unique sounds along with the amazing rhythms being produced by this very
talented young lady had the audience in silence. They were listening to the stories being told
through her wonderful lyrics and exceptional piano skills. On completion of Kate’s set an encore was
demanded, then a so well deserved, spontaneous standing ovation. Kate had made a lot of people
very happy with this superb performance. Her casual, professional presentation was a joy to be
seen and listened to. I sincerely hope I will be privileged to attend another of Kate Garner’s
performances in the very near future.
After a couple of minutes, Chas, his son Nik
on drums and Darren on bass took up their
positions on stage. Chas had changed out of
his denims into a very smart black frock coat
complete with scarlet silk lining, he did look
the business. He said a few words and the
very proud dad invited Kate to join him at his
piano . This had obviously been done before
over the years, no doubt this was how father
taught daughter to play in the very early days
of her learning how to tickle the ivories. A
song was selected and agreed, a key was
decided, Chas hit a chord and the family duo
Kate Gardner and Chas Hodges
went straight into a great version of My Blue
Heaven. Father at one end of the keyboard
and Kate at the other, neither missing a beat, the show had now started its second set. After this
swinging version of the old classic, with those of us old enough to know the words joining in the
singing, Kate left the stage to rapturous applause to join in the party that was already under way on
the dance floor. Chas’s repertoire is so extensive as we all know, this guy can play anything from
Chopin to Jerry Lee Lewis, with a few odd ones thrown in for good measure. The complete band
played together so well, they were such fun, cracking jokes, and enjoying each other’s company
whilst performing. The vocals and harmonies were spot on, the beat of the drums and the riffs and
runs on the bass were faultless, a professional outfit indeed. This party, that’s what it was, had
excelled beyond belief. The music styles, whether it was fast, slow, rock, ballads or fun songs from
Chas and Dave’s past were about everything you could wish for, such fun for everyone.
The ages of the party goers was very varied, probably between eighteen months and eighty five or
thereabouts. When the band went into one of their rock and roll medleys the dance floor became
packed. It seemed that all the age groups wanted to jive, even I was up on my feet with Jean flipping
the light fantastic. We were brought up on jazz clubs, rock and roll, dance halls and the like so jiving
was, and still is second nature to us. That was some fifty odd years ago though. Two total knee
replacements, overweight etc. took its toll on me that night, this combination turned out to be
somewhat of a disadvantage whilst showing off our dancing skills to the younger generation. Jean
carried on, regardless of her superior age and danced the night away without me in tow. There again
she does weigh in at about eight stone, that’s about half of what I tip the scales at so that’s my
excuse and I’m sticking to it.
The friendly atmosphere at the Aston Village Hop was just delightful. The music was wonderful, the
people young and old alike were a joy to be with, the whole evening was so much fun, everyone had
enjoyed themselves. Everyone was there for the same reason and that goal was certainly achieved.
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They had met many new friends, they had a great deal of fun and above all they had raised in
excess of £2,000 for cancer relief. In the words of Johnnie Ray, “It was a night oo-oo what a night it
was, it really was such a night”; wow, that dates me.
After a couple of encores the band went into their final requested number, you’ve guessed it,
“Rabbit”. All the party goers were on their feet joining in the singing and dancing. This was the finale.
Everybody cheered, whistled, applauded and generally made a load of noise in appreciation of the
fabulous evening they had spent together. The musicians had done a great job and the smiles on
their faces said it all, they had enjoyed themselves also. This evening had been a success of
monumental proportions and all concerned should be congratulated for their sterling efforts.
John Davensac

It was probably as early as 1957 and, like the majority of the teenagers in the UK at that time,
I was mad on Skiffle!
It was now about 11.30 pm and I had just seen my very first live concert at the Gaumont
Theatre Cardiff, starring Lonnie Donegan and his Skiffle Group. I couldn’t believe the noise
that the audience made; girls screaming so loud you couldn’t hear the band. I don’t think I took
my eyes off the drummer, who at that time was Nick Nicholls; I sucked it all in like blotting
paper.
After the show was over I found myself standing outside the stage door of the theatre. I had
never done this before – I had never been to a real theatre before – and I was the only person
standing there and it was freezing cold. After about an hour I was beginning to think that I was
wasting my time and’ then suddenly the door opened and out stepped Lonnie and the group.
I went up to Lonnie and asked for his autograph. He turned to Pete Buchanan and asked for
a handout photo. Pete fished one out of his pocket and handed it to Lonnie. Lonnie signed it,
just his name, nothing else, he didn’t speak to me and I don’t remember him saying anything
other than asking Pete for the pic. I then thrust this brand new autograph book under Peter
Buchanan’s nose; he laughed out loud, took his pipe out of his mouth and signed his name,
and under his name he wrote ‘Manager’. I then collected Nick Nicholls and Mickey Ashman’s
autographs. I don’t remember seeing Denny Wright at the stage door so I didn’t get his.
It was a night I have never forgotten. I was about 15 or 16, I had been playing drums since I
was about 12 or 13 and was, at that time, in a local skiffle group called ‘The Black Dominoes’.
We had enjoyed some local success and were regularly booked around the pubs in Newport
in South Wales. We even won the Carroll Levis Talent show and went to London to record the
all-winners final.
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However, to cut a long story short, imagine my surprise when, some 10 years later, the King of
Skiffle saw me playing in Rose Morris’s music shop in Shaftesbury Avenue, London with an
organist. We were booked to demonstrate Hammond Organs and Rogers Drums. I saw Lonnie walk
in with his then wife Jill Westlake; he was wearing a black kangaroo skin fur coat and looked every
bit the star! As he was leaving the store with an armful of boxes of guitar strings, he dropped a
business card on my floor tom and said, “If you need a gig give me a call!” Can you imagine? I nearly
fell off the drum stool!
Needless to say I rang him first thing the next day and within a matter of weeks I was rehearsing
with him and the group in some grotty pub in Ladbroke Grove, London. That summer we were
booked ‘second top’ to Englebert Humperdinck to close the first half of the Blackpool Summer
Season – it was 1968.
During the rehearsals for the show in Blackpool one day, I was sitting in the stalls with Les Bennetts
listening to Ted Rogers the comic do his run through when I heard a voice behind me, “Ello Boy!” I
turned and immediately recognised the ever-smiling face of Buchanan (it seemed that at that time
in the band, everyone was know by their surname) Huggett, Apps (Pete Appleby). I stood up and
shook his hand, “Nah…sit down boy…you don’t have to stand up for me…ain’t that right
Les...ha…ha…ha.”
Pete was not actually ‘in’ the band at that time, but whenever there was a need for someone to write
a funny line for a pantomime, or write a couple of gags for the ‘Dustman’ routine, Lonnie would be
on the phone and Pete would arrive with his beaming, smiling face.
I can’t remember the last time we met, but I do remember him being involved in the script meetings
at London Weekend Television when we were doing a weekly TV series with Leslie Crowther called
‘The Saturday Crowd’. Also on the show were Susan Maughan and Peter Gordeno to name just a
few.
I attended the odd script meeting which included
Barry Cryer and the then relatively unknown
Ronnie Barker. Peter, I’m proud to say held his
own and was as quick with the original funny lines
as everyone there, and was well respected.
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I was so sad to hear of Peter’s passing this month,
and I know people tend to say, “Well at 84 he was
a good age.” What’s a good age? To me a good
age is the age when you are still alive!! I have also
just heard that Nick Nicholls – who had
immigrated to South Africa – has also just passed
away. Pete Huggett who was the bass player and
followed Mickey Ashman into the group died last
year.
However, to end on a lighter note, I have just
heard today from June Appleby (nee Bennetts)
that Pete Apps has just had the ‘all clear’ from his
cancer specialist and they only want to see him
every four months. Pete is 83 and until just six
months ago he was still teaching percussion at a
local private school.
Mark Goodwin
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DIANA SPENCER RINGS TONY PAPARD
That drew your attention didn’t it? Now you're convinced I’m completely off my trolley. But bear with me while I
give you some background to this incredible story.
Some years ago I became aware of an entity claiming to be 'Diana' communicating vocally through a British
channeller living in Germany. I heard about this via a contact in Australia (a former lawyer) who is an empirical
investigator and who is convinced by the overwhelming evidence for the afterlife, along with an increasing number
of scientists, medical people and other empirical investigators. Some of the greatest scientists and inventors of the
past century or so were sceptical at first, but also became convinced by the evidence for the afterlife. Great
scientists and theorists like Sir William Crookes, Sir Oliver Lodge, Alfred Russell Wallace (whose independent
theory on Natural Selection encouraged Charles Darwin to publish his own), inventors like John Logie Baird,
Marconi and Edison, and present day scientists like Ronald Pearson whose mathematical theories have been
published in Russia and elsewhere and apparently solve all the inadequacies of Einstein's theories, which he
himself admitted just before his death. Pearson's theories postulate the ‘i-ther’ or ‘intelligent ether’ behind
everything, and his theories support the afterlife and other things now considered ‘paranormal’. Quantum physics
also point in this direction, since sub-atomic particles which form the basis of matter revert to ‘wave function’ or
‘waves of probability’ when there is no observer. All this suggests that Consciousness is the prime and eternal force
or energy, creating and organizing matter.
I was sceptical of the Diana communications at first, and wrote a scathing comment on one of the Diana sites
which included what was claimed to be her posthumous podcast interviews, and a channelled posthumous
autobiographical book (all available free on the Internet). She was supposed to be communicating and speaking
through her voice channel, Andrew Russell-Davis, and being interviewed on the telephone by American
channeller Rose Campbell.
Andrew and Rose contacted me and asked if I’d be willing to supply my home phone number so Andrew could ring
me, and I could then speak directly to ‘Diana’ and ask her any questions I wanted.
I was quite astounded a few days later to receive this phone call. I spoke to both Andrew and the alleged ‘Diana’
entity speaking through him, in a completely different voice and I have to say I actually felt the energy of Diana
Spencer, as she now wishes to be known, coming through. However at first I was not convinced - who would be,
to suddenly get a phone call from a dead ex-Princess of Wales?
I spoke on the phone for over two hours, asking many
questions. Some impertinent, such as who was the
father of Harry (many suspect James Hewitt)? The
‘Diana’ entity answered all my questions, including the
one about Harry, saying he was most definitely
Charles’ son, and his red hair came from her side of the
family. She told me to look at a photo of her sister,
Sarah, to see not just the red hair but the facial
similarities. Diana makes the same point in a written
addendum to her podcast interview of June 2010. To
hear this podcast, and read the addendum below it
(typed by Andrew of course) go to:
http://www.dianaspeaks.info/CurrentMessages.html
and scroll down to ‘Titles and Hospitals - June 2010’. Click on the arrow with speakers on to hear the podcast,
and on the link below to read the addendum.
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There are more podcasts to listen to on this Current Messages page, but also over 40 more going back years at the
following URL: http://www.sessionswithspirit.info/Diana_Speaks.html
Having listened to all of these, and spoken to Diana and Andrew several times on the phone since, I am convinced
it really is Diana Spencer, former Princess of Wales, communicating through Andrew Russell-Davis.
This is not an entirely new or unique phenomenon. The late Leslie Flint was a Direct Voice medium and many of
his séances were recorded and are on the Internet on several sites. One I recommend is:
http://adcguides.com/librarynames.htm
However Flint and other physical mediums, such as David Thompson, a Briton now based in Australia, channelled
the voices by going into a trance and producing ectoplasm, the voices coming not from the mediums themselves but
from the ectoplasmic forms created. There are recordings on the Internet of Thompson apparently channelling the
voices of people such as Quentin Crisp and Louis Armstrong. Flint's archive includes many, many voices, both
famous and ordinary people, such as a First World War soldier, Alfred Prichett, describing how he died and what
happened immediately afterwards.
What is unique about the Russell-Davis/Diana Spencer communications is that he doesn’t go into a trance, he
doesn’t produce ectoplasm, and although he channels other Spirits such as his guide Cheng, the only voice he
channels is that of Diana. It seems this is a form of possession, by mutual agreement, and that Diana has chosen
not to move on to the Spirit world and join her Higher Self there, but to remain Earthbound sharing a physical body
with Andrew. She believes she has a mission to prove life-after-death, and much more.
The theme running through all the podcasts and messages is ‘She Will Not Go Quietly’, the phrase she used in the
Panorama interview. Some have said the voice is not exactly like Diana’s in life, and this is true of all such
after-death voice communications. The spirits have to try to re-create something approximating their voices on
Earth using ectoplasm, or in Diana’s case, Andrew’s male vocal chords. Therefore her voice is an octave or so
deeper than the one she had in life. But to me, at least, the phrasing, the energy, and above all the content of the
messages/interviews are clearly Diana’s.
Why do I make such a fantastic claim? Well as I say I was convinced after speaking to Andrew and Diana several
times on the phone, and by the 20-30 hours of podcast interviews and messages I’ve listened to of Diana speaking.
She says things only she could know, and has repeatedly, through Andrew, contacted people she knew in life such
as her brother Earl Spencer at Althorp, and her son William. Indeed Andrew received a warm reply from William’s
private secretary thanking him for a written message. Would they have replied in these terms to a nutter
impersonating the mother of William and Harry?
It is believed that Princess Beatrice alerted William, Harry and other younger royals to what she calls ‘Auntie
Diana's site’ and that they are well aware of the podcasts and other messages. Certainly William is, because of the
communications with Andrew Russell-Davis which his PS acknowledged.
Not one of the Spencer or Windsor families have tried to have the Diana sites shut down, or have tried to accuse
Andrew of impersonating Diana Spencer. Surely if he was impersonating their dead mother on the Internet William
and Harry would have taken action to stop him?
Diana says things through Andrew only she could know, such as reporting a heated phone conversation with
William when she was in Paris just before the fatal crash. William was apparently very unhappy about the way
Diana was behaving on the yacht off Sardinia with Dodi. Diana also describes private conversations between
herself and Charles before their marriage broke up, and you can hear the emotion in her voice whenever she talks
about ‘her boys’.
Would an impersonator contact people who knew Diana in life and who could immediately spot a fake? Not just the
family, but close friends and acquaintances of Diana.
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Would an impersonator be so controversial as to insist Diana was assassinated in Paris (and the evidence tampered
with), and to say that she does not want William to continue the Monarchy, which she considers a discredited
institution? It seems the Establishment are well aware of the Diana site (the first one was corrupted, either by
accident or design) and are hoping it will just be dismissed as another ‘nutter’ site. They most certainly don't want
to draw attention to it, and more importantly to the content of the messages.
Diana in life was a very determined woman, and one who just wouldn’t toe the line or shut up. She first channelled
through Andrew in September 1997 when he was living on Grand Canary (he is British, but now lives in Bavaria,
Germany). The voice messages came much later, about 2005.
Andrew and Diana have been told that the whole phenomenon is at last about to break through the blanket of
silence and go worldwide, probably this summer. It is then up to people whether they accept it is Diana
communicating through Andrew or not. He (and she) were interviewed for a film directed by Keith Allen (Lily
Allen’s father) and financed by Mohamed al-Fayed, entitled ‘Unlawful Killing’ after the Diana Inquest verdict.
The film has not been released, but a trailer was shown at the Cannes Film Festival two years ago, and a preview
took place in Los Angeles last summer. It is not known if the Diana posthumous interview is included in the
finished film.
Another important piece of information is that, contrary to what Mohamed al-Fayed claims, Diana insists she was
NOT pregnant with Dodi’s baby (or anybody else’s) at the time of the crash. She also insists she would not have
gotten into a car with a drunk driver, nor would her bodyguards have allowed her to. So many unexplained things
surround the crash such as all the CCTV cameras in the Alma tunnel failing (or being turned off) just before the
crash and coming on again after, the wreckage being cleared and the tunnel cleaned and opened to traffic in
record time, the mysterious white Fiat which hit Diana and Dodi’s car never officially recovered by the French
police, the extraordinary length of time it took the ambulance to reach hospital, driving incredibly slowly with long
stops (to make sure she was dead on arrival?), She wasn’t even taken to the nearest hospital. It also seems some
sort of strobe light was shone into the drivers' eyes from another car immediately before the crash, causing the
fatal smash.
One thing is clear, as an MP remarked before her death: Diana was a ‘loose cannon’, and when she said that Tony
Blair’s new Labour government would be better on the banning landmines issue than the previous Tory John
Major government a Tory MP said that ‘we cannot allow’ the mother of a future King to speak in such political
terms. This was reported in the Press, and a week or so later Diana was conveniently dead, supposedly due to an
accidental crash.
Diana, speaking through Andrew, pulls no punches, and is now getting much tougher and straight speaking, even
raising the question of Prince Andrew’s biological father. Above all she seeks a private meeting, via Andrew
Russell-Davis, with her two sons William and Harry, probably with her ex-husband Charles present. Again one
must ask would an impostor risk even seeking this? Would they not steer well clear of the family and anyone who
knew Diana personally who’d instantly spot a fake? There are so many things only Diana and her immediate
family would know, an impostor couldn’t possibly pull it off.
Andrew has not made a penny out of all this, and indeed has suffered much hardship and ridicule. He has been
told to ‘go and see a psychiatrist’, and is now bankrupt and in dire danger of losing his rented flat. But he trusts
in Spirit to take care of him and has been told everything is going according to plan.
Diana herself, through Andrew, has said the truth (not necessarily just about the Paris crash) will only become
known when the Queen is no longer on the Throne. This could be when she dies or abdicates. Perhaps this will be
sooner than we think? Just watch this space, and if it does blow worldwide as a big news story, just remember
where you read it first - in Tales From The Woods.
Late news: Andrew has handed in his notice for his flat in Germany, and while he still channels Diana, the work has stopped for
the moment at least while he sorts his personal life out. It is at present uncertain where he’ll be based in future - Germany, UK or
elsewhere. The Diana Speaks site is still there, however, and may well be added to at a later date.
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NEW ORLEANS SECOND LINE
by Patty Lee and Armand St. Martin
This column, written by husband-wife team Patty Lee and Armand St. Martin, features Roots News From
The Crescent City - - A flavorful gumbo of who's who and what's what of New Orleans Music
We have been enjoying the entertaining and educational Tales from the Woods, The Roots Music
Networking Group's news ever since we first met Ken Major, a tried-and-true TFTW contributing writer and
visionary (and a many-times-over visitor to the Big Easy here in the American South), when Ken was
rockin' out at a Ponderosa Stomp with his other TFTW English guests, including Bob Edwards, at the
House of Blues in the French Quarter. The French Quarter (or the Vieux Carre) is the oldest and most
famous neighborhood in New Orleans. It is also one of the few areas of New Orleans that didn't flood
during Katrina because it was built on higher ground.
Armand St. Martin, a New Orleans-styled two-handed piano player in the vein of Professor Longhair, Fats
Domino, Allen Toussaint, Jerry Lee Lewis, James Booker, and Roosevelt Sykes, is a 10th generation New
Orleanian with one of his ancestors having been the Lawyer for the "Father of New Orleans", Jean-Baptiste
Le Moyne de Bienville, when Bienville first established La Nouvelle-Orleans. Armand grew up steeped in
the lyrical sounds of his musical city. From an early age, he recognized that "the New Orleans music beat
was everywhere" and it was for him! He loved music on the radio and he witnessed jazz funerals passing
by his grade-school windows, with the mourners on their way to nearby neighborhood cemeteries. "I'd
watch their dirge heading to the cemetery, feeling sad for them. But I'd also wait patiently, and excitedly,
for their second line as they'd return from their funerals."
A dirge consists of very solemn music, like hymns. However, the second line bursts into joyfulness, with
the mourners becoming transformed from their grief, retracing their dirge route with a walking kind of dance
strut, complete with music, parasols, happiness and white handkerchiefs waving in the air. The jazz funeral
and the second line were created in New Orleans and are continuing traditions. The second line has taken
on various colorful meanings, all of them are good, uptempo and positive. Second lining is done at our
wedding receptions, in our restaurants, down the middle of our streets, at parties, in our club venues, at our
Mardi Gras, at our jazz funerals - - just wherever the spirit moves you or a group of you! Sometimes
second lines are planned and sometimes they are spontaneous. Thus, we thought our column, New
Orleans Second Line can be a little of both these aspects, planned and spontaneous! By our sharing with
you our own version of a flavorful jambalaya of roots music news, we hope it might be interesting for TFTW
readers. (We've also been encouraged by that visionary Ken Major!) Our column updates will come to you
direct from the beat of the New Orleans streets, presented in an upbeat fashion, "just like second-lining
throughout our city!"
Since TFTW covers "all types of roots music including rock 'n' roll, R&B, Soul, Jazz, Folk, Country, and
much more," our New Orleans Second Line hopes to include what's happening then-and-now in our New
Orleans musical world regarding these historical genres. We aim to entertain all yall with tidbits about our
rich and colorful music scene down here where the Mississippi River is higher than the city below it! New
Orleans is the birthplace of Jazz. It's the home of legendary "greats" whose names and credits are too long
to list right now, but maybe the famous Buddy Bolden, Louis Armstrong, Jelly Roll Morton, and Sidney
Bechet names ring a bell. If not, we'll expand our news to cover our legends, as well as all kinds of NOLA
music and the players who keep it alive and/or create new original music from these older influences. We'll
try to include roots, rock n roll, dixieland, swamp pop, jazz, zydeco, blues, R&B, gospel, rockabilly, brass
bands, country, swing, Latin, Cajun, and more, which are all alive and kickin' somewhere in time at some
given time! We'll share our continuous discoveries of this wonderful musical melting pot that exists in this
rather landlocked Isle d' Orleans (French for Orleans Island), surrounded by the waters of lakes, swamps,
bayous, and the grand Mississippi River. We'll catch you up next time about the TFTW's group-visit during
Jazz Fest 2010 this spring when several of the Woodies performed in popular local venues (while the
others cheered them on!), and describe how we all spent an afternoon together at the legendary Antoinette
and Ernie K-Doe's Mother-in-Law Lounge in the Treme section of town. By next issue, some of the TFTW's
group will have been back for the September Ponderosa Stomp, and Armand would have performed
keyboards at the Stomp with Rockabilly Hall of Fame recipient, Jay Chevalier. News! News! New Orleans
News! . . . all to be enjoyed in TFTW's new music column, New Orleans Second Line by Patty Lee and
Armand St. Martin.
So, stay Tuned. . . .
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Hayden Thompson – Standing Tall (Bluelight Records, Finland)
Mississippi rockabilly Hayden Thompson has proved time and
again in recent years he still has the powerful voice and crowdpleasing persona that should have turned him into a star when he
recorded at Sun studio in the fifties. He continues to record, and
his earlier material continues to be collected on compilations and
reissues.
But it is on his sessions for the Finnish Bluelight label that Hayden
shines the brightest, maybe because of sympathetic production,
maybe because of the rapport he obviously shares with his
backing musicians, maybe because of the wide variety of material
he chooses to record.
Whatever. Standing Tall is yet another superlative recording, a
companion piece to his country flavoured 2007 outing for the
same label. This time, Hayden focuses on his rockabilly roots, and
it is an object lesson to second and third generation rockabilly
bands who think rockabilly is defined by 100 mph tempos and
shouted, throwaway vocals.
There’s variety in pace and mood, songs new and old drawn from
different sources, former hits and obscurities, from writers as
diverse as Johnny Cash, Conway Twitty, Roscoe Gordeon and Nick Lowe. Not to mention Hayden himself, an
accomplished tunesmith who might consider collecting all his own fine compositions, recorded and yet-to-be-recorded,
on one compilation.
Behind him are what is described as the “Finnish Dream Team”, otherwise the Bluelight Records All Stars, led by Olli
Haavisto, and the recordings were made in the idyllic lakeview Petrax studio, once a cow shed, now dispensing
rockabilly nectar instead of milk.
The 46 minute long, 16 tracker, opens with a rattling fine version of Brook Benton’s best ever B side, Hurtin’ Inside, and
continues with a Mel Tillis/Wayne Walker opus Honey ‘Cause I Love You, associated with Hayden’s former label-mate
Carl Perkins, whose version is equalled here. Guitarist Tommi Viksten sets up a tasty riff on Pretty Lou, a song with
various folkish precedents some involving frogs, but is 100 per cent Rock’n’Roll in these hands, and very catchy.
Nick Lowe’s composition for his then-father-in-law Johnny Cash, Without Love, is perhaps an unusual choice for
Hayden, but it’s lyrically brilliant, and is a change of pace that does not spoil the mood. The Cash-written Hey Porter is
the second JR selection, and to his credit, Hayden does it in his own style, when he could quite easily have selected his
Cash soundalike voice, and you would have believed you were listening to the Man in Black himself.
Similarly, Hayden’s approach to the early Elvis You’re A Heartbreaker has Hayden doing Hayden rather than Hayden
doing Elvis which he could quite easily have done. As it is, it showcases Hayden’s gentler side, with minimal backing
from two steel-strung acoustic guitars. There are definitive versions of Twitty’s Long Black Train, a highly different take
on the Jerry Lee-associated Crazy Arms, and a fine rockin’ reading of the Jimmy Lloyd/Carl Perkins Where the Rio de
Rosa Flows.
The rhythm inherent in a couple of country numbers, Don Gibson’s Don’t Tell Me Your Troubles, and Brit Paul
Kennerley’s Country Girls is underlined, and the irritating ska beat on Roscoe Gordon’s Cheese and Crackers is
dispensed with in favour of a more Rock’n’Roll slant on this light-hearted number.
Completing the collection are Hayden’s own Whatcha Gonna Do, a remake of his take on Junior Parker’s Love My Baby,
and an unlikely but highly successful run at G.L. Crockett’s Look Out Mabel, plus the Bob Luman ballad Still Loving You.
Be quick to buy, and you will get a second, bonus five track CD also cut in Finland, with Hayden backed by The
Barnshakers at a live show that includes his own Blues Blues Blues, and a wonderful version of Charlie Rich’s Midnight
Blues.
For some reason, my review copy arrived in a Sony postal bag, and the production standards, cover photography,
sleeve notes and overall feel of this admirable offering makes it feel more like the product of a mega-rich corporate
rather than a music obsessed independent.
Congratulations to all concerned for what is likely to be, for many, their record of the year. Hayden is due in Europe in
February to headline the Rockin’ Race festival in Malaga when no doubt his set will include a fair few numbers from this
CD. Be there.
John Howard
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BEAR BASH
The great and the good in the record industry on at least three continents, maybe more, converged
on a tiny, picturesque German hamlet to eat, drink and make merry over a September weekend.
But that was not the reason for their presence in Worpswede, a leafy and historic village in the north
west of the country, slightly south of Bremen. They were there to celebrate the 35th anniversary of
Bear Family Records, and to pay tribute to its founder, Richard Weize, a man who has ignored so
many musical boundaries that he is revered by fans of rockabilly, bluegrass, country, hillbilly, jump
blues, German schlager, and oldies of every style.
At an afternoon meet‘n’greet at Richard’s farmhouse home, calypso compilers rubbed shoulders
with remix engineers, label licensors pressed the flesh with up and coming acts, and if that was not
enough, at least one of the featured acts debuted songs in praise of the label and its far-sighted
founder.
Bear Family has established itself as the most comprehensive, the most painstaking, the most
thorough, the most luxurious, and probably the most expensive of all the reissue labels in the world.
UK Rock Magazine, as a chronicler of only a small part of the Bear Family output, was on hand to
sample hospitality that was beyond lavish. The evening centred on the 400 capacity Dance Hall in
the centre of the village where most aspects of the Bear’s musical output was represented by live
acts, ranging from a German jazz guitarist to traditional German folk music.
However, things kicked up a gear or two for those fans of fifties and sixties music when beat group
The Men went through the soul catalogue, paving the way for a most excellent six piece Swedish
rockabilly group, Fatboy. Those anticipating rotundity would have been disappointed, but it was a
very chunky sound, featuring steel guitar, on mainly original material. They stayed on to back
American visitor, Kim Lenz, cutting an unmistakable figure with her red hair and cowboy boots.
She spoke for many when she said: “I
learned a lot about rockabilly through the
Bear Family box sets, as I am sure a lot of
you did.” She previewed new material and
chatted happily to fans.
And she was right down the front for the
other VIP visitor, George Hamilton IV,
whose A Rose and a Baby Ruth started his
recording career in 1956, and he proved that
it was still a catchy number as he opened
Kim Lenz © John Howard with it. The other highspot of his 20 minute
set was a clever rewrite of his million seller
Abilene retitled Gasoline, a lament about the high cost of gas which went down a storm.
Meanwhile, the founder of the feast, Richard Weize strolled around beaming, aware that his sterling
efforts are appreciated around the world by far more than those lucky enough to be invited to the
celebration.
Good on you, Richard, congratulations again, and keep those compilations coming.
John Howard
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Welcome to
The 'Tales From The Woods' round up of gigs
where you really need to show your face.
Most of you will have heard the sad news by now regarding the possible closure of the most famous
music venue in the world, the 100 Club, Oxford Street, London. Unless a solution arises that suits
all parties involved, the venue which has been open for business for 68 years will close its doors
permanently prior to Christmas this year.
After consultation with 100 Club management, Tales From The Woods has been advised to find an
alternative venue for our annual 2is/British Rock’n’Roll Heritage Show scheduled for Sunday 30th
January 2011. All artists and musicians are booked and as always are so looking forward to
performing for you. We will not let either the performers or the loyal fans down who wish to attend
our fifth consecutive show in January.
At the time of going to press, it looks likely that the event will be transferred to the recently
refurbished Borderline, a long running roots music venue just off Charing Cross Road within a very
short walking distance from Tottenham Court Road tube station. Tales From The Woods will post
immediately on the website and via round-robin emails to all our subscribers once confirmation with
the Borderline has taken place. We look forward to seeing all our loyal 2is show attendees upon the
30th January.
The show will have the same start time of 5pm and live music will end at 10pm, a DJ taking us
through to close which, at the Borderline, is strictly 10.30pm. As a reminder the bill for 2is5/British
Rock’n’Roll Heritage Show is as follows by popular request - Incredible Roy Young will be
returning to headline the event, this time however Roy will be on stage at 9pm so no one will miss
his fantastic show. Sax legend Howie Casey will be returning also to perform with Roy alongside
two further sax players… this promises to be the greatest British Rock’n’Roll show yet.
On stage at 8pm returning after his triumph at Tales From The Woods Gene Vincent & Eddie
Cochran 50th Anniversary of the 1960 tour this past January is Graham Fenton. On stage at 7pm
will be the only British artist inducted into the Rockabilly Hall Of Fame Terry Wayne who came over
from his home in Sweden to appear on our very first 2is show back in 2006.
Making his first appearance in decades on a London stage will be the man whose 1961 cult classic
'Move It Baby' has been shaking up the Rock’n’Roll club dance floors now for the last couple of
years Simon Scott who will be hitting the stage at 6pm. Getting the evening off in grand Rock’n’Roll
style at 5.15pm will be Raye Duvale’s Rock’n’Roll Combo. The wonderful Tales From The
Woods houseband will be on hand to back up all the artists on this exciting bill. The DJ will be UK
Rock’s John Howard who I am sure will be spinning all the right sounds at the right moment.
Finally, before I go I would like to mention the Facebook campaign to save the historical 100 Club please check it out if you’ve not already done so. This great old venue needs all the help it can get.
May I take this opportunity to thank you all for your loyalty and support.
See you on the 30th January
Rockin’ regards for now
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The Gig List
Information is obtained from various sources and is hopefully accurate.
The advice ‘check before travelling’ remains sound.

October 2010
17
Sunday
Joe Louis Walker with the Ronnie Scott’s Blues Experience
Stranger to these shores teams up with the ‘regular house blues band’. Could be a plus or minus or not.
Ronnie Scott’s £25 - £41.50
18
Monday
Joe Louis Walker with the Ronnie Scott’s Blues Experience
See above.
Ronnie Scott’s £25 - £41.50
21
Thursday
Trombone Shorty & Orleans Avenue
Born and raised in the Tremé neighbourhood of New Orleans, he plays what he calls ‘Superfunkrock.’.
Jazz Cafe
£15
21
Thursday
Eric Taylor
Cheery southern songwriter, who was formerly married to Nanci Griffith (that’s one for the celebrity watchers),
returns almost a year later to the scene of his alcoholic triumph – well I was with Dave and Mickey!
The Green Note, Camden
£12 adv
26
Tuesday
Gurf Morlix
Singer-songwriter and producer of Lucinda Williams, Ray Wylie Hubbard, Butch Hancock etc.
The Slaughtered Lamb, 34-35 Great Sutton Street London EC1V 0DX £12.50
27
Wednesday
Hot Club of Cowtown
American band with roots in western swing.
Dingwalls
£16.50
28
Thursday
Chris Smither
American folk/ blues singer and fine guitarist who is always entertaining.
Luminaire
£13 adv., £15 door
November 2010
1
Monday
Otis Gibbs
Looks straight out of a John Steinbeck movie yet still holding on to his idealism.
The Slaughtered Lamb, 34-35 Great Sutton Street, London EC1V 0DX £10
3
Wednesday
Sharon Jones & The Dap Kings
The hit of this year’s Festival Louisiane on a return to London (soon after the last visit) at yet another venue.
Roundhouse, Camden £22.50 adv, £25 on door
6
Saturday
Earl Green & The Right Time
Britain’s best uptown blues singer.
’Round Midnight Jazz & Blues Bar, 13 Liverpool Road, Angel N1 0RW Collection
11
Thursday
Doug MacLeod
American singer-songwriter in the country blues tradition. An enjoyable live performer.
Green Note, Camden £8 adv
11
Thursday
Mary Gauthier
New Orleans-born Americana singer-songwriter.
Union Chapel £20 + b/fee
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12
Friday Brass Construction, GQ and Change
The website says ‘Randy Muller formerly of Brass Construction’. Best not to expect all original members of these
bands.
Indigo2
£50 - £25 (exc. Booking fee & delivery charge)
14
Sunday Darts + Mint Juleps
Doowop or doowop? The former fill boards and the latter are broads.
100 Club
£16 adv, £? on door
15
Monday
John Hiatt & The Combo
‘Legendary songwriter John Hiatt hits the UK with his band, fresh from a string of critically acclaimed US and European live shows in support of his current album 'The Open Road'.
Shepherd’s Bush Empire
£27.50
17
Wednesday
Mavis Staples
Earthy voiced lead singer of the Staple Singers now performing ‘sans famille’.
Jazz Cafe
£25
19
Friday Harlem Gospel Choir + Golden Gate Quartet
1986 formed choir plays 1934 formed jubilee quartet, whose leader Clyde Wright has been a member for 56 years.
Royal Festival Hall
£25 - £10
19
Friday Chris Farlowe with the Norman Beaker Band
Islington lad up west. A Jim Driver promotion.
100 Club
£17.50 adv, £20 on door
December 2010
3
Friday Albert Lee & Hogan’s Heroes
‘Magnificent Grammy Award-winning Country-rock guitarist, pianist and songwriter’. A Jim Driver promotion.
100 Club
£18.50 adv, £20 on door
9
Thursday
Kimmie Rhodes Xmas Show
‘Premier collection of Kimmie Rhodes own original Christmas songs’.
Green Note, Camden £12 adv
30
Thursday
Wilko Johnson
Star of ‘Oil City Confidential’ and former wild man of Dr Feelgood probably providing your last chance to visit this
historic venue. A Jim Driver promotion.
100 Club
£17.50 adv, £18 on door
February 2011
20
Sunday Gary US Bonds & Ben E King
This concert comes with the prefix ‘The Great American Popular Songbook’ and the comment ‘will include the hits
of their contemporaries and friends’. Sounds like a euphemism for the songbook of the Commitments.
Indigo2
£35 - £10 (exc. Booking fee & delivery charge)
March 2011
8
Tuesday
Mary Wilson and the Chi-Lites
Former and best Supreme being supported by group of soft soul singers – but will they see her?
Indigo2
£27.50 (exc. Booking fee & delivery charge)
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This gig includes, of course,
Woodie Bunter Brian on
drums. I will be there with
others, if anyone else is
interested, with the venue 50
yards from Southend Central
rail station on the Fenchurch
Street line.
John Howard
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If you wish to subscribe or advertise in the UK's fastest-growing in-house magazine, write to;

‘Tales from the Woods’
25 Queen Anne Avenue, Bromley, Kent, BR2 0SA

Telephone/Fax 020 8460 6941
Articles for publication can be e-mailed to TFTW@blueyonder.co.uk

Remember – you’re only young twice
Keith Woods
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